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SksiSI Executives resign in protest
hews By Cynthia Kirkby 

Co-News Editor
PSSA its involvement - in exchange for organization in the three years that 1 
the power to choose the criteria for the have been involved with it." 
candidates, the department would give Ex-Secretary/Treasurer Eugene Davies 

Three of the four executives of the the PSSA $200 to $300 towards the had a similar explanation. “I don’t 
Political Science Students Association estimated $5000 cost of the conference, faculty involvement, but 1 don’t have time
(PSSA) have resigned because of what and official letters of support for PSSA to bicker with [them). If they
they see as departmental interference, members.

This "interference" arose over

comments made by the former PSSA 
executives as “unfortunate allegations." 

Gary Allen, the chair of the PS 
want department, accepted responsibility for 

the intervention, but added that it was on 
want to behalf of “several students in the PSSA who

sponsor us, fine. If they want to take over... felt that the process of selection of
According to Lewis, delays caused by we can find $250 elsewhere." candidates was not advertised enough and

choosing delegates to the North a computer virus ruined the PSSA’s James Ward, ex-VP Internal, was more was not open to all students.”
American Model of the United Nations chance of voting on whether or not to specific with his complaints, citing “We asked [the PSSA) for criteria, they
(NAMUN), to be held next February in accept the department’s terms - on Professor Thom Workman as the force didn’t give it to us. They called a
Toronto. Ex-PSSA president Mark Lewis November 20, the department took behind the department's involvement, meeting to select candidates not
said the organization was not given a over. Its requirements were that “We had a problem with the working criteria, so 1 cancelled that meeting." He
chance to choose candidates because of candidates must have a certain relationship with Professor Workman, claims that the PSSA did not respond to
restrictions placed by self-appointed academic standing, and must not have because of the pressure coming in fr
faculty advisor, Thom Workman.

Budget deadline
-p.3

Media Insurancen -p.3

Library fundingSi -p.3

Student Resource Centre 
-p.4

the motion passed offering them 
departmental

Maclean's: UNB vs. STU 
-p.4

om
attended the conference before. The him.” 

“Workman told me in October that latter requirement, instituted to prevent 
he wanted me to submit criteria for

involvement.
VP External Chelsea Baker was not Consequently, the department did not 

a group of friends from attending available for comment at time of press, support the PSSA. 'We wanted to be
selectingthe team [ofdelegates),” Lewis constantly, was protested by Lewis. Lewis commented that when satisfied in the criteria before the
said. The PSSA met on Wednesday, “Veterans don’t necessarily get to go Workman gave him the information
November 8 to discuss criteria of the again, even though in the past two years NAMUN in October, Workman had
candidates, but delayed the vote until we’ve had five honourable mentions.” 
that Friday because some interested

Ed/Spcct
on department endorsed participation in 

the conference,” Allen said. “[The PSSA] 
can send a team to NAMUN if they

It was this "take-over" that caused the reason for going to Toronto,” where his choose. 1 can’t stop them. But we will
candidates couldn’t attend. Friday resignation of three of the four PSSA family lives and had said that he’d be not endorse the team."
morning, the signs advertising the executives. “In May of this year I 
meeting were covered with the word given a mandate by the student 
“cancelled."

Editorial - Scale this
l -p. 6 "indicated that NAMUN was not his sole

Guest Mugwump by ex-VP
-p.6 was travelling on departmental funds.

Workman denied involvement and conference is today. Lewis commented 
members of this organization to fulfil wrong-doing. “It was the Chair of the that he knew of several students who

“There was a great deal of outrage, " the duties of the President,” Lewis wrote department who intervened, with the had been interested in attending the
Lewis said. “A lot of students were quite in his resignation. “However, as this first unanimous decision of the department, conference, but
angry, which moved the full professors semester has progressed 1 have been on behalf of the students," he said. He

The deadline for applicants to the

Entertainment
Jann Arden interview

- p.10
were no longer 

interested because of “thé mess the
of the [Political Science] department to hindered in that duty by outside forces acknowledged that the conference was department’s created.” Lewis admitted
hold a meeting on November 14. The pushing their own agenda. This outside obviously not his only motivation for
department passed a motion to offer the interference marks a first for the going to Toronto, but dismissed the

Cinema Reviews to being “disgusted with the 
department,” himself.-p.16

The Beatles

Orientation $28,000 over budget
by Joe FitzPatrick 
Co-News Editor

-p.11

Sports While Orientation relies on the Students. On the question of additional
funding of the Dean of Students Office, funds from the Dean of Students office,
Student Union, the Alumni Association, Bassett said “[Clowater] told me that the
and SMART-PACC, the 75% of its Dean of Students was not willing to put
$65,068 budget is derived from any more money into Orientation." 
expected sales of Frosh packs. The SU 
had $5,195 allocated to Orientation for from, Bassett replied, “the new budget will
1995, the same amount it has allocated be adjusted to accomodate the overage." 
for at least the past 9 years. Bassett confirmed that the new

Nahie Bassett, VP (Finance & budget would be to Council before the 
Administration), has been in contact
with Lois Clowater, Associate Dean of see orientation, page S

No plea until Dec. 4
Hockey V-Reds - UT in 
Canada

The Student Union Finance Committee 
will recommend that the UNB Student 
Union absorb a $28,000 overage in the 
Orientation 1995 budget at the next 
meeting of Council on Tuesday, 
November 28.

Jeff Melanson, Chair of Orientation 
'95, was asked to appear before the 
Finance Committee on Wedesday. Nahie 
Basset was clear on her objectives: "We 
are not blaming you, Jeff. You ran an 
excellent Orientation program and did 
a fantastic job.”

Melanson, who, according to the 
Bylaws of Orientation, is not responsible 
for finances, wondered why he and not 
the Treasurer, Blair Larson had been called 
in front of the Committee.

According to Bassett, Melanson was 
there to clarify "administrative" problems.

Melanson was asked if the Union 
should be liable for the over-expenditure. 
“If the Union shares in the surpluses, it 
should share in the deficits," Melanson 
told the six-member committee.

Melanson explained that “a smaller 
Frosh turnout put us back $ 10,000 before 
Orientation Week had even started." 
Approximately 1000 of the expected 1200 
freshmen bought the $50 packages.

‘An additional $5,000 loss was incurred 
on the concert because of a 
miscommunication between Campus 
Activties and Orientation," Melanson told 
the Finance Committe on Wednesday. “I 
had thought they had agreed to take the 
first $5,000 of profit, but they took the first 
$5,000 of ticket sales.”

UNB student Jacob Kees Smith, who 
is charged with three sexual assaults, 
will not enter a plea until December 
4. The 19-year-old Neill House 
resident was released after promising 
"to refrain from alcohol, have no 
contact with the women involved, and 
report in person to the police station 
every Friday."______________

-P.2'1
Asked where the money would come

Women's V-ball win three 
- p. 22

Classifieds
-p.26

It is early in the morning,
I would like to go to sleep, 
But there are problems in 
the News
That make me want to 
weep.

7

p'Cause I can't leave 'til it's 
finished,
And there's always more to 
do.
Little details drive me crazy 
And I wish that this was 
through

x

1
*

But it's not and I'm still 
working
To get this layout done 
So you'd best damn well 
enjoy it,
Or else you'd better run.

uVt
:

is 4 Hi- The grumpy co-news editor 
(the short one)

D.O.A. preach to their congregation - story on page 14 photo by Kent Rainville
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Budget deadline contestedNewsbits by Joe FitzPatrick 
Co-News Editor

advised Bassett that she needed to 
send a letter to the clubs and societies “Organizations failing to comply with 
indicated that the amendment had this or to make alternate

As stated in the financial policy:

Nahie Bassett, VP Finance and 
Administration, announced to 
Council on Tuesday, November 21, 
that she intended to amend the 
Financial Policy of the Union to

not come into effect, and could not arrangements shall not be allotted a 
come into effect until January 9.

The advantage of amending the
budget for the following fiscal year." 

Until the amendment is passed, the 
Financial policy is in regards to the Finance Committee has no power to 
penalties for not meeting the penalize a club or society for failing 

change the deadline for budget deadline. These penalties are to submit a budget by the middle of 
submissions from the end of February contained in the policy, 
to the middle of January. Last year, the _____________________

Nine appointments made
The faculty of administration's advisory council, established ten years ago to 
keep in tune with the business world, has been itself updated. Nine 

appointments to the council were recently announced.
“The council’s mandate is to advise and assist with the advancement of 

excellence in academic programs, research, and to interface with business and 
government,” said Barbara Trenholm, acting Dean of Administration.

UNB’s President, Robin Armstrong, recently approved nine three-year 
appointments to the advisory council. The new members from Fredericton are 
Robert P. Coy, President of Ross Ventures; John Dixon, President of Greenarm 
Corp.; Archie L. Gilliss, Vice-President of corporate planning and external 
marketing for NB Power; Ernest MacKinnon, Deputy Minister of Human Resource 
Development for the Province of New Brunswick; Brad Woodside, Mayor of 
Fredericton; Robert Chambers, President of RMC Management in Augusta, Me.; 
John Craig, President of Craig’s Machine Shop in Hartland, N.B.; Edward D. 
McLean, President of Connors Bros. Ltd., in Blacks Harbour, N.B.; and Carol 
Snider, Vice-President of the Bank of Montreal’s Atlantic provinces division in 
Halifax.

Returning members of the advisory council are chairperson Larry Armstrong, 
Vice-President ofj. D. Irving Ltd., in Saint John, N.B.; Terrence Bird, Vice-President 
of corporate development for McCain Foods in Toronto; Michael Cart, a program 
executive for IBM in Somers, N.Y.; Archie McLean, Vice-Chairperson and CEO 
of Maple Leaf Foods Inc. in Toronto; from Fredericton J. W. (Bud) Bird; John 
Dean, President of ADI Ltd.; Alice Gardiner, Manager of Gardiner Realty Ltd.; 
Gary Llewellyn, President of Wandlyn Inns; and Roland Lutes.

new
January.

VP Finance set an earlier deadline, but 
the policy was not changed.

This prompted Law representative 
Shona Bertrand to question the logic by Joe FitzPatrick 

of making an amendment which 
would not come into force until two

Dividing the bill: Insurance
of the insurance, in 1995-96 each divide 
the premium with the Student Union, 
and in 1996-97, each would pay their

Co-News Editor

The UNB Student Union has charged own.
both The Brunswickan and CHSR the Documents attesting to this

days prior to the deadline.
According to the Bylaws, 

amendments to the financial policy full amount of their respective agreement were cited by the CHSR
require three weeks notice and a two- insurance premiums, contrary to their station manager in a conversation with
thirds motion of council before they budgets (approved by the SU) and the Nahie Bassett, SU Vice-President

come into force.
This would have the amendment organizations.

DSIT
agreement between the SU and these (Finance & Administration).

Bassett initially seemed to disavow 
The UNB Student Union, in 1993, knowledge of the situation at Tuesday 's

recognized that it was very poorly Council meeting.
come to Council for approval on 
January 9.

Later in the meeting, Bassett again insured against liability suits. The
proposed the middle of January as the Brunswickan and CHSR could easily be the position of Brunswickan
deadline. She justified this change the subject of libel suits. As such, in Publishing Inc. and CHSR
“because I told the clubs and societies 1993, an insurance agreement was Broadcasting Inc, that the Union
in a letter that the deadline was entered into by the UNB Student Union should not transfer money out their

with 1. Morrison & Son, Inc.

Council seemed ready to support

accounts: a) without their knowledge, 
As the policy was signed over the and b) in excess of the amount

January 13”
This statement sparked Bertrand to

retort derisively “Point of something - summer of 1993, the SU Executive budgeted, 
how can you send a letter with a decided it was unfair to penalize either 
deadline which is in direct violation of media outlet by forcing them to pay the budgets of CHSR and The Brunswickan,

insurance for 1993. For 1994-5 it was and has tabled the matter until

Fellowships in telecommunications7
Council has requested copies of theGraduate business students can test their mettle in the real world thanks to a 

$30,000 fellowship program established by NBTel.
Under the recently formalized program, NBTel is funding two student 

fellow ships a year for three years. "Our students get funding and academic credit 
for their work, and NBTel gets something useful in return," said Norm Betts, the 
assistant dean responsible for graduate studies in the faculty of administration.

Three telecommunications projects have been completed by MBA students 
to date. "The students' work is an effective complement to our market research 
activities," said Mike MacNeil, manager of NBTel's Mulitmedia Service Bureau.

The fellowships are open to all master of business administration students 
on a competition basis. "NBTel officials generate a list of potential project topics," 
explains Betts. "Then it's up to the students to develop a proposal in consultatif-' 
with their faculty supervisor." A committee comprising NBTel personnel. d 
administration faculty select the fellowship recipients based on their proposals.

The fellowship recipients for 1995-96 will be announced by the end of 
December.

i
the Financial Policy?”

After some discussion, the Chair decided that the media would pay none November 28.

Steady funding hurts library
by Gordon Loane 
Brunswickan News

In 1991-92 the library’s total journal in English and American 
acquisition budget stood at literature stood at $31.
$1,500,000. The budget was frozen for On a more optimistic note Colson 

UNB Library officials have cancelled over two years, but rose slightly to says Inter Library/Quick Loan usage has
1500 journal subscriptions and cut $1,550,765 in 1994-95 to cover extra more than tripled since 1989/90.
annual book have 

substantially 
improved our 
document delivery 
service,” she said.

Meantime, the 
Chair of the UNB 
Fredericton . 
Senate’s Library 
User Committee 
has expressed 
concern about the 
level of funding.

In a November

“We
purchases by 
nearly half since 
1989-90 in an 
attempt to cope 
with continuing 
budgetary" 
restraint.

Figures 
obtained this 
week show that 
since 1989, the 
library has cut 
annual book

12.656 I Books 
□ PeriodicalsCouncil briefs - all about money 10,430

-The Jann Arden concert realized a profit of $4,200. This came from $3,200 in 
ticket sales and $1,000 from the cash bar. Derek Ferlatte, Activities Director, 
attributes the success to “the really, really hard work” of the Activities Committee. 
Barb Kirk, General Administrator, was also commended by Council for her hard 
work on this concert.
- Students of UNB will be getting a Christmas present a few days early. Nahie 
Bassett, VP (Finance and Administration) has promised that the “fixed" Student 
Union budget will be in before the end of the year.
- Rodney Chiasson, Student-at-large, again questioned Chantale Walker, VP 
University Affairs, about the lack of activity in the Social Issues. Walker explained 
that the Committee’s first campaign would be the Montreal Massacre on 
December 6. Walker indicated that the Social Issues Commissioner, Marie-Eve 
Pilon, would be consulting with the Women’s Collective and the Social Issues 
Committee would be meeting early next week to plan a campaign.

Social Issues, which has an allotment of $2,500 from the Student Union, had, 
according to the October operating report, only spent $1. The Social Issues 
Committee is mandated to run campaigns on issues which affect students 
including: racism, homophobia, dating violence, sexual assault and violence 
against women.

7,594 7,422 7.069 7,01564X) m 6189 5859
5W2 4912

y

•»purchases from 
12,546 volumes

89/90 90/91 91/92 92/93 93/94 94/95 1, 1994 report to 
Senate, Professor

in 1989-90 to 7,015 annually in salaries, according to Colson. The James Sexsmith of the Faculty of
budget did not increase for the current Kinesiology said the concensus of the1994-95.

A similar pattern emerges in the academic year, 
amount of serials or journals being 
purchased annually.

committee was that the library is
“A contributing factor to our costs has underfunded, 

been the exchange rate," said Colson, “If the university truly values the critical
Purchases have dropped from 6,470 referring to the fact that the rate has and primary role of the library collection

increased the purchase price for as a core resource of the university, then 
The total number of serials or journal journals from the United States and the university budget should reflea this," 

cancellations is even more staggering Europe.
when the last twenty years is taken into Hit particularly hard have been A survey released last week in
account. Nearly 4,300 have been journals in the Sciences and to a lesser Maclean's magazine is illustrative of the 
cancelled since 1977, according to extent Engineering. This is due to the shortage of funds for library aquisitions

higher average cost of journals in these at UNB compared to other universities.
“Our acquisitions budget has fields. “In 1994, the average annual cost In Maclean's Fifth Annual Ranking of

remained basically static over the last of a journal in US dollars in the Sciences Universities, UNB’s library holdings per

student ranks first among nine universities 
“Some cancelled journals had price in the comprehensive category.

But in the proportion of library 
budget allocated to updating the 

In comparison, Colson pointed out university’s collection, UNB ranks last 
that the 1994 average annual price of a of the nine.

titles in 1989-90 to 4,912 in 1994-95.

Sexsmith said in the report.

Banking charges cut in half
CIBC will be cutting in half its charges for banking transactions for full-time 
college or university students. The discount also applies to students who select 
flat fee packages for banking services. Students can apply to their local branch 
for the reduction, or call 1-800-465-CIBC.

“We realize that most students have limited funds while studying full-time,” 
said Perry Eisenschmid, general manager, CIBC transaction accounts. “We’ve 
launched a number of initiatives, including a streamlined student loan process, 
a National Student Loan Centre and a personal loan program of up to $5, 250 

per year,"__________________  ______________________________________

library officials.

five years while inflation has been was $566,” said Colson.
averaging about twelve percent 
annually,” Judith Colson, Head of tags of $3,000 to $4,000 annually," she 
Collection Development at the Harriet said.
Irving Library, told The Brunswickan in 
an interview this week.
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Nov<Student Resource Centre: a success Qunswkkon_
by Joe FitzPatrick 

Co-News Editor
Bureau and the Volunteer Bureau. The 

largest single initiative of the Bureau 

was Career Week.

The Bureau was created to form a 

bridge between the university and the 

workplace. The Coordinator, Nick 

Rodrigue, has extensive experience in 

the area of student-business relations.

Canada's Oldest Official Student 
Publication 

Established 1867This summer, the UNB Student 

Union initiated three new student 

centres, all of which are located in Room 

114 of the Student Union Building.

The three centres: the Student 

Resource Centre, the Employment 

Opportunities Bureau, and the Student 

Advocacy Bureau have been directed by 

the same three individuals who received 

funding to start them over the summer.

"We had an amazing summer staff" 

President Lamrock has said several 

times.

y 7$
Editor-in-Chief

Mark Morgan

Managing Editor
Neil Duxbury

News Editors
Joe FitzPatrick 
Cynthia Kirkby

Entertainment Editor
Michael Edwards

Rodrigue is finishing off his Business 

degree at UNB.

The Bureau offers resume seminars, 

help in job searches, and an expanded 

job posting board. In addition, for 

students who can't find work, there is 

always the Volunteer Board. Currently, 

Jeff Thibodeau and Rod Nadeau aid in 

the operations of the Bureau.

"Most students don't realize that

\

ISports Coordinator
Peter J. Cullen

Tareq Islam, (top left) and several of the SRC volunteers
photo by Mike Dean

* Darkrooms Editor
Mike DeanTareq Islam, a fifth-year student in 

Civil Engineering, has always been 

strongly involved in community service, shopping centre" where students can be

and social activism. His culinary skills referred to other services, 

are renowned among the Student

Que i

by Gc 
Brun:

Distractions Editor
Mary Rogal-Black"It really hasn't been necessary," says employers are looking for job-related 

Johnstone. "So much of what they need experience. Even if they can't find a job,

students can learn marketable skills
Technical Co-ordinator

Stephen Hawking

Business Manager
Janice McConnell

"The best thing about the SRC is that to know is general legal advice."

Union Summer staff because he catered there is a student sitting at the desk facing

the staff party. He has also run a catering the door. When you walk in, you see a and two young children, is renowed in

Johnstone, a mature-student with a wife through volunteering."

"Students should be already starting 
student, like you. It's very unintimidating, the Student Union for his sharp wit and to look for summer jobs," says

outspoken nature, however, he is actually Rodrigue.
"We are more than an information quite personable, and is very easy to 

centre, " he continues, "we will go through approach. 

the steps with the student. If they need to

Officii

have

respc

compi

service.
Advertising Manager

Bill TraerHired to re-work the Peer Support very comfortable," says Islam.

I'M I ‘A si« Advertising Staff
Michael Edwards 

Pierre Huard
ago to 
of the 

Direct

"There is one thing I want to impress 

see a Peer Mentor, we will call the Peer upon students," says Johnstone, "If you 

Mentor and arrange a meeting. If they are sick, don't write your exams." 

need counselling, we will call Counselling

Services and help the student set up an planning had to be done on the go. No 

appointment."

"I have enough volunteers to staff the placed as an alternate on the Students ,
Centre all day," said Islam, proudly. In fact, Standings and Promotions Committee, I

with 27 volunteers, there is actually which handles academic appeals of I 

K difficulty in each one getting more than a students.

- - r ^ew hours at a time. Over the summer, in addition to the

li Should a sludent need M helP-Ian ss&p cases, he handled student cases 

48Ér~- - ins- Johnstone, student advocate, is the person ranging from landlord problems to humanill H ! .-.ïÉp towhom they are refeired Johnstone, a rtgtas on Durtng L V*. At Bu„au
^second-year Law student at UNB spent five will be running Academic Awareness
!Ü years on the Metro Toronto police force, campaigns

For several years, the Student Union has To assist him with the increase of cases

Typesetters
Dawn Moorcraft 

Dana Dennis 
Joe FitzPatrick

1 The
With the Advocacy Bureau, the offre

secont9ii Proofreader
Shelley M. Wells

Staff
Gordon Loane, Tim Tedford,

A.T. Madsen, Gwyneth,
Mimi Cormier, Sam Morgan, Eric Hill, 

Mark Bray, Jethelo E. Cabilete, 
Matt Roherty, Maria Paisley, 

Marc Landry, Matt Gay, 
Michael J. Drost, Peter J. Cullen, 
Warren Watson, Jason Haywood, 
Kent Rainville, Taigue McAvity, 

Malt Gay, and Andrew Rosenfeld,

sooner was Johnstone hired then he was
FoilJ

two V 
condi 

accord

“Thi

respoi

secont

Bur

Ian Johnstone systeir 
has bephoto by Nell Duxbury

This Issue Dedicated to:
Nick Rodrigue OfStudents wishing to avail themselves

photo by Mike Dean paid a lawyer to do legal consultations since the beginning of the year, five of the Advocacy are asked to leave a 
Centre pioneered by Dana Debly, Islam with students at a reduced rate. Since the assistant advocates have been appointed, voice mail message at 447-3068. 

has done so beyond most people's Advocacy Bureau has been introduced,

Mclean's, from The Brunswickian

The Brunswickan, in its 129* year of 
publication, is Canada's oldest offi
cial student publication. The 
Brunswickan is generally published 
every Friday during the school year 
by Brunswickan Publishing Inc. with 
a circulation of 10,000. Membership 
isopen to all University of New Bruns
wick Fredericton students, but all 
members of the university commu
nity are encouraged to contribute. 
The opinions contained in this new s

paper are those of the individual writ
ers, and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of The Brunswickan.

The Brunswickan, while being an 
open forum for the viewpoints and 
opinions of all UNB students, may 
refuse any submission that is judged 
to be racist, sexist, libellous, or con
taining attacks of a strictly personal 
nature. The Brunswickan reserves the 
right to edit for brevity. Letters gener
ally shouldn't exceed 300 words in 
length and must contain your signa
ture, student number and phone 
number, or it will Not be printed 
All copy submitted must be double 

spaced, on One side of the page only 
and must be legible. Ifwe can't read it, 
we won't print it. The Brunswickan 
now accepts copy on 3.5 inch disk, 
either Macintosh or MS-Dos format. 
Articles printed in The Brunswickan 

may be freely reprinted provided 
proper credit is given.

The Brunswickan est imprimé avec 
flair par Acadie Pressa Caraquet. The 
paper is impeccibly delivered by Mark 
Robichaud. He's got a beard that can 
stop a Mac truck.

Subscription rates are $27 per year. 
Second class mail is in effect-#8120 
National advertising rates are avail

able from Campus Piusat (416) 362- 
6468.

The Brunswickan 

Student Union Building 
University of New Brunswick 
P.O. Box 4400 
E3B 5A3
Phone: (506) 453-4983 
Fax: (506) 453-4958
E-Mail: bruns(g unb.ca 
WWW Site:
http:/Avww.unb.caAveb/bruns

The third and equally important Students are encouraged to drop by 

not a single student has been referred to bureau which works out of Room 114 Room 114 and find out what eachexpectations.
"There are many things we could still the lawyer, 

do better," Islam is quick to say. "I 

would like to see more coordination

is the Employment Opportunities centre is doing for you.

COLLINS 
PHARMACY
I Prescription 

Depot

with the University, and more with the 

tutors on campus. I would like to 

concentrate more on the academic 

aspect." Currently, the Centre provides 

support for Peer Mentors.

In addition to the large amount of 

literature on everything from Student 

Aid to stress-coping strategies, the 

Resource Centre is a "one-stop

GRECO 4

\
mm

& ■

Pizza On Time... Or Pizza On Us!,.

Great Campus SpecialNow open at the Help 
Centre in the SUB

Medium Pan
2. Items

mm $8.99 tasran
plus taxes ^    

Add a Loon/e
for 8" Garlic Fingers with sauce

Only Greco Guarantees

FREE Delivery
in 30 minutes or Free Food*

O E
Jeff A

CLEANERS AND LAUNDROMAT 
"The EXTRA Care Cleaners"

Since 1962

FuU Laundromat Featuring:
• Maytag Washers
• 35lb and 50lb Oversize Washers 

(for extra-big loads - SAVE Time & Money)
• Large Size Dryers
• Large Work Tables For Folding & Sorting
• Attendant On Duty
• Reading & Study Area With Color T.V.
• Drop Off Laundry Service
• Professional Dry Cleaning On Site 

(Specializing In Fine Fabrics & Bridal Wear)
• Ample Parking
• Air Conditioned

end of

"The

flak
< T

* After 5PM conditions Permitting

f
Cv 458-5535

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 452-0033Greco Student Number

We also deliver Free*
Donairs, Oven Subs

Come in and Visit Our Facility Today.
"You're Assured The Finest"

Also at 191 Main Street (North) 472-6551 
Minutes from UNB & STU 

at Beaverbrook Court

c
DunDonalti

Garlic Fingers, Chicken Wings 
Mozza Sticks

j

(Beaverbrook
* Minimum $8.00 order
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Quest growing pains Maclean’s survey; UNB versus STUkon_
by Joe FitzPatrick 
Co-News Editor

It is common knowledge that the St. innovative," "leader of tommorrow" and 

Thomas scholarship program is superior "best overall" also received less alumni 

to UNB's. MacLean's elucidates the extent support than UNB.
The close proximity of UNB and St. of the disparity: UNB puts only 1.5% of its

Student I /r*
One of the most misleading numbers 

Thomas makes comparisons likely and budget towards scholarships and in the Maclean's ratings system is the 

frequent. The two institutions are close!) bursaries, while St. Thomas spends 5.42%. "graduation rate." This rate, defined as 

related fiscially and administratively. They%4
This is true even at the level of Student "percentage of full-time second-year

^ share such things as Physical Plant, Union s. While St. 1 homas Student Union undergraduates who completed their
jv^ Campus Security, Libraries, the SUB and doles out $6,000 annually, the UNB degree within one year of the expected

the athletic facilities. Student Union invests $7,000 ($ 1 per graduation date" is indicative of little.

Both Universities were evaluated by student) and awards $1,000 annually from The rate for St. Thomas was 57.2%, putting

Maclean’s magazine in the ‘95 Ranking that investment. it 17th out of 19. Allan Price, VP Finance of

of the Universities issue. While they are Rerhaps the most surprising disparity is the the STU Student Union says, "this doesn't take

classified in different catagories, there are Student Services item. Maclean's ranks UNB into account the number of mature and pan-

some interesting comparisons to be made dead last, at a mere 2.93% of its budget going time students at Sill-all it measures is the

For example, the average entering grade towards student services. St. Thomas ranks number of students who graduate from a

Quest system is not without problems, photo by Mark Landry is n°t very different between the number one, with 8.43%. four-year program in five yeans."
umversities, UNB: 76.7%, STU: 79%. There are some things for UNB to be Dropout rates before second year are

was imp emente very quickly, One of the most common assumptions proud of: notably the 22.2% of alumni dramatic compared subsequent years. The
and with major systems there will be made about St. Thomas is that it has smaller who made gifts in the last five years. This "graduate rate" at UNB and other 

Officials at UNB’s Harriet Irvine I ihrarv he said- dasses. According to the Maclean’s results shows that despite the fact that Queen's Universities would be much lower if the
have taken ^rep^to'^Deed^un^'rile o,  ̂ £ T ^ *Z has 42.8% offirs, and second year with ranked "highest quality" in the "National drop-outs of first year students was

response time of the new Ouest ^ T i-25 students, while STU has only 36% of its Reputation" catagory, i, had less alumni included in this number. This would be a
4-X Q more accurate reflection of what occurre.

A survey was conducted about a month of carrying the library system on the 

ago to test the response at various times mainframe were some of the factors for 
of the day, said Allan Burk, Associate the switch. He admits that there are still 

Director of UNB Libraries.
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by Gordon Loane 
Brunswickan Newsitor
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CD-ROM to aid UNB recruitment
some adjustments needed to the system. 

Users will notice some problems with 
of from two seconds to well over forty ERL and access to the University of 

seconds, said Burk. Alberta System, but these are being

Following some adjustments over worked on, according to Burk, 

two weeks, a second survey was Andrew Pope, HIL-Library Systems, 

conducted using similar methods, has been working full-time for 

according to Burk.

ill* -5* ’ found, the player gains access to an 

entertaining Treasure Room.

Mikey and Allison’s Excellent Future 

is another component. Two potential 

students and their mysterious guide 

present a view of life at UNB in a nine 

minute movie format. The remaining 

section, The Book of Knowledge, 

provides information on anything 

anybody might want to know about

The survey reported response times sJL
l >i

ago-.
ford,

over alh.
Eric Hill, 
bilete,

year to get the Quest system up and 
“The second series of tests reported running, said Burk, 

response rates averaging about two 
seconds," said Burk.

.

sley.
Burk is urging users who are having 

problems with the system to please let 
Burk admits that the new Quest him know. Both Burk and Pope can be 

system, implemented in May and June, contacted at the Harriet Irving Library 

has been undergoing growing pains.

iy.
-ullen,
iwood,
:Avity,
icnfeld,

v-
UNB. Its 800 pages contain calendar 

information, undergraduate and 

graduate student handbooks, faculty 

information, phone numbers, and 

residence information. Anyone with an 

Internet connection can sample UNBNU 

on UNB’s Home Page on the World 
after high school also get a whimsical Wide Web at http://www.unb.ca/ 

view of life at UNB and extensive UNB.html.

by phone or e-mail. >I to:

f/iOrientation - continued from page 1vickian

K6 year of 
lest offi- 
in. The 
lublished 
100I year 
Inc. with 
nbership 
wBruns- 
, but all 
com mu- 
ribute. 
lisnews- 
lual wril- 
; fleet the

Melanson emphasized, "These expenses 

are in line. We run an award-winning 

Orientation programme at UNB, and 

compared to other universities, we are 

modestly funded.”

Concern was raised that Orientation 

had not used an agreement the Student 

Union has with Wood Motors to rent cars 

during Orientation. Melanson replied that 

the vehicles needed, namely non- 

passanger vehicles such as cargo vans, and 

a fifteen-passanger van would not have 

been covered by the agreement.

The Committee was puzzled by some 

of the allocations within the operating 

report, and thought some of the 

breakdowns difficult to correlate with 

the budget. Melanson explained that 

the Treasurer had misallocated some 

expenses under the wrong line items.

Blair Larson could not be reached for 

comment.

UNB press release

High school students anywhere in information about the university on the

Canada or around the glebe who are disk. Fredericton campus produced the CD-

interested in taking an interactive tour Requests for the interactive CD-ROM, ROM, which incorporates music, 
of either of the University of New which works on either a Macintosh or a 

Brunswick’s campuses can do it right computer that 

in their own home towns.

I Audio Visual Services on UNB’s

narration, computer animation, 
Windows, have photography and video clips in an

come from every continent. “No other interactive format. The Canadian
How can they do that? Easy-and tool is getting the reaction that this is," Association of University Business

it’s fun for the students too. They do says Mr. Shanks. “Schools want to equip Officers awarded it third prize in the

it via a computer game on the award- their computer labs with the CD-ROM. 1994 CAUBO Quality and Productivity

winning CD-ROM UNBNU or “UNB I recently demonstrated the CDROM in Awards Program,

and you” for anyone who didn’t say Toronto schools before high school

the title aloud.

runs

being an 
lints and 
nts, may 
is judged 
i, or con- 
personal 
ervesthe 
rsgener- 
words in 
ur signa- 
j phone 
tinted 
>e double 
lage only 
l't read it, 
iswickan 
ich disk, 
s format. 
iswickan 
provided

Copies of UNBNU for educational and 
counsellors, teachers and students to recruiting purposes are available from

“We take copies of the CD-ROMs to universal acclaim.” Mr. Shanks by mail at the Office of the

each of the nearly 200 places we visit The game, Charter Quest, is one of Registrar, Universiy of New Brunswick,

annually and leave them there for three components on the disk. Moving the PO Box 4400, Fredericton, N.B. E3B

subsequent visitors to take the tours,” cursor over buildings and locations 5A3, by telephone at (506) 453-4864,

says Mike Shanks, associate registrar displays information on that area. O :king by fax at (506)453-5016, or by e-mail at

(admissions and enrolment) at UNB in on a location zooms a player in to obtain shanks@unb.ca.

Fredericton. Students who are getting additional information. Clicking on special Individuals wishing to own a 

ready to make a decision about sites also gives a player a piece of a stained personal copy may purchase one from 

universities they might want to attend glass window. When all 15 pieces

Jeff Melanson
end of term.

“There are no extravagant expenses,"
the bookstores on both UNB campuses.are

Thinking of Changing Faculties???
Check Out The Bachelor of Office Management Program (BOM)

JOOP! HOMME
‘A Field Day with Joop!’

An assortment of Joop! 
products all packed in a 

super-sized, travel-smart, 
week-ender in cranberry 

:anvas that’s tough enough to 
tussle with the best of the 

baggage handlers

imé avec 
quel. The 
I by Mark 
I that can

Up to 57 credit hours in Arts/Science Electives 
Up to 33 credit hours in Business Admin. Electives 
21 credit hours in BBA Compulsories 
54 credit hours in Specialized Office Education 
Up to 33 credit hours in CS Electives

Relatively Small Classes
Program Caters to Individual's Career
High Percent Employment Rate of Graduates

✓
per year, 
t —#8120 
are avail- 
16) 362-

I

Duffle Bag Containing:
• EDT Natural Spray 75ml
• After Shave 75 ml
• Mini Deodorant Stick 20 ml

✓

Voce 9m
Coe*e.t/cft 'Cket/cf

✓ Call 453-3508 to talk to an advisor or 
Visit us in Marshall d'Avray Hall 
Ask about credit transferf/'/fc fraÿr-a/rcctf 450-2143Regent Mall
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edftsfiialIssueIf
BY MACK 
MOCGAN II5-CFC3

Call me pissy. Usually when something irritates me or annoys me a lot, I would 
use this space for a rant and/or a rave. Well, this week I'm not quite as pissed off 
as usual. Maybe it's the nice weather of late. You know all that drizzle, and 
sloppy wet grass that still stenches of earthworms. So, in honour of a little 
thing annoying me, a little editorial.
The University of New Brunswick and countless other schools in North America 
are guilty of undermining and the cheapening of our institutions of higher 
learning. Possibly faulty teaching, or not catering to the mental regression-itis 
of students causes this. Generally however, professors who actively engage in 
scaling of marks instrument the decay of our education and the validity of our 
degrees.

Scaling of marks is as old as universities or colleges. Professors use a formula 
or a rule of thumb to effectively guage the expected preformance of a class and 
their actual preformance. This is known as a round about "Bell Curve." When 
their is a great difference in the two, professors engage in the scaling of marks 
to bring about the class percentages and marks back into a spectrum which 
they had originally anticipated.

Professors scale marks for two main points: the test, midterm or exam was 
too hard or the students were too dumb. In my experience, 1 have found it very 
rare for students to be too dumb. Maybe too lazy or unmotivated but never too 
dumb.

Professors possibly have an ulterior motive to scale their marks. By scaling 
their marks, profs look better in the eyes of the administration and students. 
The administration sees a high GPA and thinks "This professor effectively 
communicates the aspects of the course." And Joe or Jane Student sees it as 
"Yes, an easy grade and no work." Tm not trying to belittle academia, but maybe 
profs should do away with scaling and give us what we earn and, oh yeah this 
might improve our ratings in Maclean's and better prepare us for the job market- 
bonestly.________________________________________

Did you hear UNB did 
better in the Maclean's 

university issue?
a

Yeah. I heard they graded 
on a curve

£c
£\ c

\ £
C

it "Jr f

zi
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cult are defined by their criteria for cloaked in darkness in the evening, 
PI@QS@ Dfint this I'm excluding Others. Thus, the Racist sect lending itself to conceal predators while 

, ^ a + n excludes people on the basis of women must attend evening classes,
OIT© OT yOUr AfTS l\©ps ethnicity, the Creedists on the basis of meetings or use facilities such as the

religion, the Birthists on the basis of library, 
prenatal or postnatal status, etc.

Because this philosophy rationalizes should be altered to be a student service 
the termination, truncation, cutting wherein a woman and a man are 
short or “aborting” of human rights, the required to escort any individual
term “Abortionism" characterizes both requesting the services of the program, 
the cult and its unifying dogma. Power [Editor’s note: this is already the case, 
is a major idol of the cult (see Orwell's See "SafeWalk goes Co-Ed” Issue 7.] 
1984), especially the power to choose
whose lives or liberties may be first and foremost, the department and 
terminated or “aborted”. A Birthist the administration should solicit the

1flte /v^Mu/n^<Joanm
Academics and their politics make Mafioso look like a convent of cloistered 
nuas at Sunday Mass. Most academics are individuals with the same levels of 
education, same income expectations and the same future. A former political 
science professor, who taught at UNB for years, captured the image rather 
well

2. Change the Walk-Safe program: it subr 
to Tl

To the Editor,

“Z
Please print this article in The Bruns so 
that 1 may initiate contact with all 
presidents and/or executives of clubs 
and societies in the Arts faculty. My goal 
in initiating this contact is to obtain 
information on these clubs’ ongoing 
activities so that I may be able to assist 
them in student union affairs.

The reason for my concern on this 
issue is that the Arts faculty is so diverse 
that there is difficulty in obtaining the 
information necessary to make 
informed decisions and advise council 
on what these clubs are doing. My wish 
is to concentrate our energies so that 
we will create a unified voice on issues 
and maintain some communication

conti
Ke

In tl 
coloi 
Porte 
their 
since 
coun 
Pram 
Fran 
virtu 
annti 
Thesi

3. Refocus the Security department -

“Son," he said, “academics are a bunch of prima-donnas.”
1 just resigned as UNBSU V.P. External Affairs, ending 2.5 years in student 

politics. So this is my last chance to delve into the arcane and banal world of 
academic politics. This is my chance to spill it off before I head off into “life 
after student politics”; so no discussion of federal, provincial or student union 
politics. Let's talk about the prima donnas who are charged, as one former 
UNB president stated, with acting “in loco parentis" for all of us nice young 
boys and girls.

1 have dealt with politics at UNB as a student and as a politician. Both 
experiences have frustrated the Hell out of me and tarnished what would 
otherwise have been a wonderful experience at UNB. Too many of the old- 
guard academics are petty bureaucrats bent on protecting their academic 
fiefdoms at all costs, come Hell or high water. Sure there are exceptions. The 
registrar, her associate for enrollment and admissions, an Associate Dean in 
Forestry & Environmental Management, a certain “Dr. Woodstock” who sits on 
EMAC and, of course, Trinda are amazing people. People who work all day 
long solving problems for students, creating new programs which will make 
UNB the place to be in the next century trying to improve the quality of our 
lives here at UNB. These folks, and a handful of others, could have a significant 
impact on this institution, but are thwarted in their efforts by the people who 
make up the machine known as "Academic Politics."

1 could tell stories all day- about a faculty member on Senate & Board of 
Governors (BOG) possessed of the need to deliver lengthy diatribes on the 
proper use of grammar in various pieces of academic legislation; a BOG 
chairperson who refers to our elected representatives as “little snots,” and treats 
them in a manner which is offensive and condescending; cases of individual 
and systematic discrimination against women, gays, international students and 
minorities in both the professoriate and in the student body, most of which go 
unpunished and. in some cases, covered up by various officials at this institution; 
the real story behind the handling of the case of a certain former Assistant 
Professor of Mathematics & Statistics, about a professor who recently assumed 
control of an initiative which, for as long as anyone can remember, has been 
run by the departmental student association but has been hijacked by one 
professor in fulfillment of a personal agenda; a professor with the seemingly 
endless need to sexually harass female students and abuse the graduate students 
under his tutelage, about professors mis-using and mis-appropriating research 
funding, and great programs which were never begun because the person who 
originated the ideas was not “in” with a certain clique in a department or faculty. 
Get the point?

Want to know the Hell of it? Stories such as these are not in any way unique 
to UNB. In my dealings with student associations across the nation, I have heard 
some which are even more petty or egregious than those which I have seen at 
UNB. These are the types of stories which give universities bad names. When 
these are coupled with media attention, they lead to events like we have 
witnessed at UBC’s department of political science. No amount of spin-doctoring 
by university P R. flacks can make these sorts of stories go away.

It boils down to good people being undermined by a few bad apples who 
have lost track of the ideal olacademe. Universities are places where people 
come to mature and expand in mind and spirit. This idea must be protected, 
but to do so requires the weeding out of those who seek to subvert the process 
for personal gain or who bring to our institutions personal baggage, which has 
no place in our classrooms, laboratories and libraries. This, my friends, is the 
challenge: reorienting academic politics so that the focus is placed where it 
belongs, on the academe and all who comprise it, not simply on the prima- 
donnas

Abortionite mantra neatly captures this opinions of women on campus in order
with the question “Who decides?" to determine ways in which the security 

Will we ever learn to recognize and on campus could be improved upon,
reject this cult and all its destructive Of course, a women, who understands
choices? For a much more detailed the real security needs of half the 
discourse on Abortionism, visit the campus population, could be placed in 
World Wide Web at URL http:// charge of the department offering a 
www.mich.com/~buffalo.

had
more sensitive perspective.

1 hope people realize that women 
cannot and should not be forced

; dom
econ

Sincerely, 
Alfred Lemmo

the
indoors, in groups, in order to be free 
from the fear of sexual assault. What we 
need is real change for real safety.

abunlinks between the Arts reps and the 
clubs and societies that we, in part
represent. Personally, I think it would Quit Strutting OTOUnCl 
make my job a lot more easier and 
fulfilling and I could stop being 
uninformed about what each club is S©CUNty 
doing. So please, if any of you 
presidents or execs are out there 
reading this, please make contact with Dear Editor, 

me so that I may set up a meeting with
you all. My E-mail address is J320, my In regards t0 the article in the tenth
phone number is 454-8953, or leave a issue of The Brunswickan entitled,
note in my mail box in room 126 in the “Three sexual 25831111 charges laid,” 1 am
SUB. Your participation in this venture writing as a women of this campus to Letter to the Editor,
would be greatly appreciated and I express my outrage at the statement
hope to represent you better in the made hy Rick Peacock, director of The "Safety/Security Alert” that was
future. I would like to thank The Bruns security at UNB. By his own admission, issued by the University’s Director of

he essentially blames, in part, the Security and published on the front 
victimised women for their attacks. By page of your November 10th issue was 
“encourag[ing| all to take the necessary poorly worded. It created the
precautionary measures to reduce the impression that women who are 
risk of possible being victimized in a assaulted on university property are 
similar situation,” he is saying:

1. Women: don’t walk alone, “take proper precautions.”
especially at night. Now for a lot of
women, this is not only difficult as a did not mean to imply that male 
task, but insulting as a duty. Why should violence against women is womens' 
we have to sacrifice our right to walk fault. Violence against women is mostly 
alone at night safely for our right to be men’s responsibility, and the

responsibility of a society and a popular
2. Use the SafeWalk program: That’s culture that tolerate and condone it.

what it is there for! As I understand it, While the University cannot be expected
Contrary to the inclusive philosophy of this program is run out of Neill House - to assume the entirety of this
freedom, which holds that rights are the house in which a resident
intrinsic with human life, the recently accused and will now face three provide bright lighting and a nurturing
philosophy of all oppression holds that sexual assault charges. Does this sound and receptive environment for women

and their learning experiences.
A public clarification by the Security 

powerful choose to recognize. This Mr. Peacock’s statement, I wish to Chief would be timely and helpful, 
philosophy can be thought of as the recommend that the following
central dogma of a non-theistic, measures be undertaken in order to Sincerely,
idolatrous cult which worships human protect women from sexual assault Deborah Harrison
reason as competent to choose occurring again,
exclusionary criteria for membership in

To
willc 
conti 
or pc 
some 
ager 

affair 
attaii 
in in 
desp 
Appa 
sense 
integ 
her c 
attair 
possi 
thep 
FEAR

Ilk© ©...Peacock, UNB GabrielleSlouvey

Not safe/secure with 
safety/security alert

t
Wlfor the time and space provided.

to te 
allies 
whoi 
resoi 
the a 
curr

Yours Truly,
Jonathan Bishop,
Arts Rep.
U.N.B. Student Union

I.

somehow blameworthy if they fail to

prer. 
pay fc 
and I

I am sure that the Director of SecurityAbortionism, cults, 
freedom and 

whatever
theb
are s 
erodi 
effecifree from assault?

Dear Editor, come
and
even
mass

responsibility, it can be expected towas Wl
it mo 
dow 
somt 
situai 
Mark 
to re 
desti 
immi 
befoi 
disin 
these

rights are granted or denied to the like a good idea? 
powerless based on criteria the Despite the offensive implications of

i

Director Muriel McQueen
1. Get better lighting: It is an Fergusson Centre for 

human community. The sects of this abomination that this lovely campus is Family Violence Research
.by fJdrtdc "tllzRdflck
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SEECTREA4
It's time for a new 
approach to Africa
0000 & z,~<L„ A
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1 graded Decent Proposal money. Then they gamble their million dollars is despised. Nothing has 

marriage.! been gained, and most everything lost. 
Billionaire John Gage (Robert Why does the relationship breakdown?

Integrity and fidelity are nevero Counsellors of all stripes tell us that
financial pressures place great strain on Redford), living in a world where
relationships, especially marriages. The everything is bought including people, frivolous. Gambling them has huge
prospect of losing what one, has often offers them financial security: one costs. Sexual fidelity between partners,
creates desperation. And, because million dollars in exchange for one something our modern culture
desperate times lead to desperate night with Diane. Can financial security trivializes, is the highest form of
measures, the quick fix is quickly be attained so easily, without commitment. Sexual intimacy is the
sought.

We fall for the quick 
fix. It is sought for the 
unwanted pregnacy, 
only to create more 
emotional

J .
-#V Io

i

deepest of human 
intimacy 
vulnerability. It demands 
commitment and trust.

and"Desperate, they gamble away 
their last money. Then they 

gamble their marriage. ”

uT/' o'.

4 That trust, which takesVr
and years to build, and is vital

physical trauma. Lotteries and video consequences? Can their solid for two people to grow and fiorish
gambling become a quick fix for relationship withstand this one night? be broken in an instant,
financial woes, only to further destroy Both recognize the difference between
what one already has. Making a pact (having) sex and (making) love: sex is re-established. It comes not by partners
with the devil, as Mephistopheles physical, love impacts the emotions and forgetting what happened. It
discovered, has dire consequences.

So we learn from the movie Indecent Both come to learn a powerful lesson, forgiving what happened. Diane came 
Proposal. Diane (Demi Moore) and but the price is enormous.
David (Woody Hasselman) have a solid

, can

1 Trust, once broken, can, however, be\

4 comes
the mind. Both bank on stored trust, rather, as David discovered, by partnershe evening, 

idators while 
ting classes, 
such as the

to recognize that love has more to offer
Jealousy, mistrust and suspicion soon than money, 

marriage. An economic downturn accompany every move, motive and Past deeds cannot be changed, but
for greener pastures’. There is no doubt threatens their dream possession: a action between Diane and David after the present can. The first step is the
that the immigration problems faced by seaside property. Desperate, they the “night of exchange.” The forgiving. That would be a more decent

“Lord take my soul, but the struggle dùTto (height ^economic refugee! gamble awa?(Las Vegas st>'le)their last relationship deteriorates quickly. The proposal.

continues" When the final collapse comes, then you
Ken Saro Wiwa’s last statement get the real refugees.

How does a country get into economic Hj 
In the past four decades, the former and political disaster? The quickest way is 
colonialist, -Britain, France, Belgium, and to transfer its political system and 
Portugal- gave political “independence” to administration into the hands of hoodlums
their erstwhile African colonies. Ever and corrupt elements. These hoodlums 
since, they have been involved in these indulge in corrupt practices of siphoning
countries political and economic system, the wealth of their countries into private ■
France had a bogus defence pact with bank accounts abroad. The wealth that is 81
Franco-phone African countries, and suppose to serve prudent use of 
virtually formulate and draw up their lubricating their country’s economic 
annual economic plans and budgets, engine and growth through provision of
These political intervention and influence infrastructures (supply side economics), guf you Can't Chanae 
had been to ensure a continued education (development of human capital) Humnn Nntnm ”
dominance over the political and and even distribution of wealth to allow a , , f
economic affairs of these countries with wider participation in economic activities. by Nik Garner 
the goal of gaining access to their When you expand the size of participants „ ,, , ... ... Even more important is Marx s point
abundant natural resources and wealth. in the economic process you create a So what is the most common Gn the contrary, socialism will meet that it is not just that changed

To attain the objective of imposing your bigger multiplier effect that transcends objection to the vision of socialism? these permanent human needs circumstances produce changed
will on a people whom you have no direct beyond the country. A healthy economy ‘Socialism will never work, you can’t immeasurably better than capitalism or people, but that people change in the
control either through physical presence engages not only the local economic change human nature.’ any other previous form of society. process of changing their
or political arrangement, you need to use participants, but the World economy. Before answering this point But of course this is not what people circumstances. You can see this in an
some of them. In essence, you need an There has to be another approach directly, it’s worth noting just bow this mean when they bring up the question ordinary strike. Most strikes begin 
agent or client government to run their towards Africa. The type that will open the argument is used. Whenever of human nature. They mean that because workers want more money But

affairs to your whims and caprices. The door for true and honest relationships conservatives are confronted with human beings are ’naturally’ selfish and as the strike goes on feelings of
attainment of this goal that has resulted between it and the former colonial masters . . ereedv and this will make a snrierv nf «nii/i-irirv -,„a ,Lii,,„,- ’ a i,
in imposition of corrupt, brute, and and MNCs. The type that will allow the prolests against exploitation and J eciualitv imoossible ^ d ,! d coHectlve Pr,de often
despotic "leaders" on these countries, glory of capitalism to shine. Africa is a oppression, they always turn to the solidarity and equality impossible. grow and become just as important as
Apparently, you cannot find a person with fertile and appropriate land for the seed human nature argument. War? Well it’s 8ain !t *s ^portant to know the the original issue,
sense of worth and country, dignity and of capitalism to blossom and grow. It is human nature to fight. Racism? It’s °* this idea. It comes from the Revolution is a strike writ large. In a
integrity to run an agenda inimical to his/ time to cultivate and develop a working human nature to fear ‘outsiders’ and Christian doctrine of original sin and has revolution millions of people stand up
her country’s national interest. It is the relationship with the progressive elements people who are ‘different’ The no scientific basis whatsoever. In fact for the first time and take control of their
attainment of this dubious goal was made in that continent. Those that will put its oppression of women? Human nature even in our present society it’s not society. Their ‘human nature' will grow
possible partly by GREED of a member of enormous wealth to judicious use by again: men and women are ‘naturally difficult to observe numerous acts of accordingly. Revolution is necessary’
the political class, endemic tribalism, and creating the appropriate environment for different’. kindness, generosity and self-sacrifice wrote Marx, ‘not only because the ruling

Whv -im I wriri o ,hk «« ? Mv „mi k ^ co"struction of '^nistructural Slavery, too, was once supposed to which would be impossible if people class cannot be overthrown in any other
rell ,h= fl",6=dL2, "JdtS k a product ofhuman nature.,, was selfish by nature. But unde, w„ bu, also because ,he class

allies, the Multinational Corporations (for work ethic. Corrupt leaders lack the vision the nature of blacks, it was said, to be p s ° e uman overthrowing it can only in a revolution
whom the goal of access to cheap and moral capital to attain these enormous slaves. The same with feudalism, and personality are obscured because a succeed in ridding itself of all the muck
resources and market was designed) that task. The money they stack away in Swiss usually God was brought into back up society based on production for profit of ages and become fitted to found
the approach to Africa has to change. The Bank is just paper money. It does not help the argument. Remember the words encourages greed, indeed demands it, society anew.’
current approach which was more the economy of the West and further of the hymn:
prevalent during the cold war, does not escalates the political climate in their
pay both sides. Both the African countries countries. At the end of the day, their
and the West lose from it. The West being countries become a burden to the World,
the big loser. There is no doubt that there The West and multinational corporations
are short term gains. These gains are bear the loss through loss of market and
eroded through the long term debilitating waste of money on aid. 
effect of political and economic chaos that
come in the wake of many years of corrupt made carnage and human suffering that
and irresponsible leadership, that besiege this continent. It is time for this otherwise, has always been the
eventually result in wars, human carnage, gigantic continent to be part of the World favourite alibi of the oppressors,
mass emigration, to mention a few. economic growth and development, and But what is this unchanging human

When a country’s economy collapses it cannot attain this under regime of terror nature supposed to be? Clearly human
it moves from political agitation, to break and corruption. It’s time to deliver it from beings do have certain more or less
down of law and order, and war the cancerous products of the cold war fixed and permanent needs. To survive
sometimes becomes inevitable. This who now parade themselves as leaders. . , frvv1 ,.rink .hplf.r
situation destroies capitalism: The market. 1 hereby appeal to leaders of the West ' . ’, ’ ’ ’
Markets become dead and take many years to dislodge these corrupt leaders and etc . a 80 have sexual and 
to resuscitate themselves. In addition to open a new era that will create a long emotional needs. To live humanly,
destruction of markets, you have term benefit for the people of Africa, rather than just exist, they need social
immigration dilemma. This dilemma starts Africa as a continent, and the World at contact, affection, love and a measure

of freedom. However none of these 
Finally, I believe Canada has the moral features of human nature will cause

the slightest problems for socialism.
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people in different societies have 
thought of as natural’. To the American 
Indian, private ownership of land was 
‘unnatural’. To the 18th-century 
landowner it was the most basic human 
right. To the Ancient Greeks, 
homosexuality was the highest form of 
love. To the Victorian Englishman it was 
the lowest. To the traditional Hindu, 
arranged marriage has been the norm 
for centuries. To most Westerners it now 
seems ‘unnatural’. Change the social 
conditions and you change human 
nature’.
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FEAR.

at every turn. If anyone is interested in discussing
More generally, the point is that it is this or other relevant issues, please 

the material social conditions in which contact Chris at 454-9233. This week's 
people live that shape their personality meeting of the UNB Socialists’ club is 
and behaviour. As Marx put it, human entitled “Truth Behind McKenna’s

The rich man in his castleor of Security 
1 that male 
is womens' 

nen is mostly 
and the 

nd a popular 
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t be expected 
:ty of this 
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the Security 

1 helpful.

The poor man at his gate 
God made them high and lowly 
And ordered their estate.
It was the God-given nature of some nature is nothing but the ensemble of Economic Miracle” and is held

people to be lords and others to be wial relations’. The proof of this is seen Tuesday, November 28 in Room 109 of
serfs. Human nature’, God-given or in the enormous differences in what MacLaggan Hall.

on

The World can no longer afford the man

t *
;/a\,v

"Once you live with the issue of women in the landscape 
for a while, you find that you cannot separate them from 
the notions of peace, spirituality, and community. As 
women, we must learn to become leaders in society, not 
just for our own sake, but for the sake of all people. We 
must support and protect our kinship with the 
environment for the generations to come."

before the final collapse. As the economy large, 
disintegrates, the educated population of 
these countries leave in droves to search authority to lead this initiative.

:n China Gallant
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SPECTCLM
general population there are some discrimination, hatred and intolerance, often used to “enhance” certain
characteristics of substance abuse that This may increase the risk of problems behaviours that gay and bisexual men
may be specific to the homosexual and with alcohol and/or other drugs, and women participate in; for instance
bisexual population. Similarly, the number of individuals the use of “poppers” (a stimulant)

One characteristic of substance found within these settings may during sex. Therefore, substance abuse
abuse, appears to be the importance of contribute to heavy peer pressure and is not limited to a coping mechanism; "
bars (especially gay and bisexual models of high alcohol consumption it may also be a means of getting the
oriented establishments) and other and other drug use. Young gay or constant “high” that enhances certain
settings that serve alcohol and may also bisexual men and women may perceive behaviours.

om^ waï Lrifv populations. The resu ts appear to stigmatization within our lives, and lack their older peers and associates, For one thing, the drugs distort

oonulatinn Ar rhr <^1 t n ° m icate 3 su stantia amount of a number of support networks and resulting in alcoholism and.or drug cognitive processes and senses, leading
»ub.«ncr .blue among the organizations that would help decrease abuse. to disorientation, incapacitation and/o'

heterosexual mnntemartt fin fth F °mosex)| an lsexua population the need to remain “hidden”. For some When it comes to negative social loss of physiological control (See Jay/ 
oroblems stems from the °« 656 an in ' e e|erosexua popuation. people, this forces them to rely on bars perceptions, the stigmatization and Jane. See Jay’s/Jane’s World. See Jay’s/ 

e issues pan rom reguar eatures of substance and other establishments where they discrimination that we face, often places Jane’s World Become Confused And
—------------- abuse thaI can be tound amon8 the can be themselves without fear of incredible stress on our lives. The Distorted). As a result of the drugs’

/ i /-*■+•/y />/ conflicts we encounter in coming out, distortion of one’s perceptions and
* 3-U/(ZoV tracking of all wood cut on private denyin8 our sexual orientation or just mental faculties, the effects may lead to

y / <72ft?/? tr/? woodlots, where it is going, or estimates 1'ving as gay or bisexual people, can take high risk behaviours, such as drunk

■ 0f tj,e beginnings of a sustainable its to11-For some’,he on,y way they can driving or risky sexual behaviours. We
harvest plan for the future. 1 believe the cope with the stress, is through need to acknowledge that substance

supply for a long period in the future, first step woodlot owners need to take substance abuse. However, it should be abuse is a problem within our
At the rate private landowners were *s to start tracking their annual harvest note<* many of the other types of community, and that support and help

drugs (recreational and otherwise) are exists to deal with these issues_

50+

Substance Abuse: Seeing concerning substance abuse. Substance 
Homosexuality and abuse, is the overuse of alcohol and/or
Bisexuality Through other drugs for a number of possible
Chemical-coloured Glasses purposes. Many health

professionals have researched alcohol
care

Overharvesting on Private 
Woodlots

cutting early in 1995, there wouldn’t be as a group, to see of what proportions 
a second rotation of the land base for the problem is, and then possibly work, 
another eighty years - a lengthy gap in towards some kind of a sustainable 
time to try and find some wood to keep harvest level, or the unemployment rate 
the pulp mill running. It definitely Ls a and number of families on welfare will 
problem, with no projection of being become a huge problem - one that can’t 
solved, as there has been no official be fixed by call centres.

by Geoff Peters
The issue of over harvesting of wood 
on private woodlots in New Brunswick 
is something that is growing to serious 
proportions, and at completely 
unchecked levels. Unlike crown lands, 
private landowners do not have to 
conform to any regulations pertaining 
to how much wood they can cut off of 
one lot per year. Nor are there any 
regulations relating to wildlife 

management areas, or areas which must 
be set aside for environmental reasons. 
The only set of rules a private 
landowner or wood contractor must 
adhere to are the watercourse 
regulations - regulating culvert and 
bridge installation, buffer zones around 

watercourses, etc. On the other hand, 
crown land policy is very detailed as to 
what you can and can’t do or harvest. 
There are very stringent regulations that 
must be examined before even a stick 
of wood is cut.

Companies have to produce a long 
term sustainable management plan, 
revised every five years, to illustrate that 
they are in for a long term commitment, 
and not wanton destruction of New 
Brunswick's resource as David Coon 
and the New Brunswick Conservation 
Council love to portray. There is also 
regulation to ensure wildlife habitat is 
recognized and set aside, as well as 
environmentally protected areas and 
“special" aesthetic areas. Private ground 
has none of the above, but perhaps it 
shouldn’t anyway. How could the 
government dictate to a landowner 
what he/she may do with their land? If 
an individual has paid taxes on a piece 
of land, and legally owns it, where in 
the constitution does the government 
have the right to tell you what you can 
and can’t do with your private property? 
Far be it from smart, 1 believe that if a 
landowner wants to stumpage their 
entire lot with no thought of the future 
value of the land, that should be their 
decision alone - not bound by 
regulations.

However, going back to the original 
problem, over harvesting comes into 
the picture. If companies like J.D. Irving 
are expected to negotiate contracts with 
private landowner organizations, they 
need to know they can depend on that
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SPRING BREAK ‘96
Hurry! Don't miss Spring 

Break this year!!
We have something for everyone!!!
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PHARMACY

I Prescription 
a Depot

All full time mature and part time 
students are welcome!

Topic: what Campus does for you. 
Where: Sub room 103 

When: Nov 29 
Time: 6 to 7pm
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The Holiday season is quickly 
approaching and the UNB Bookstore 

would like to give its customers an early 
Christmas treat
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Board of 
International 

Students
University of New Brunswick

Christmas Get-together 
Saturday, Dec 2,1995
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Free for International
Students
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On UNB or STU clothing 
purchased during 

November 10lh thru December 1st

Check out 
the UNB 

Bookstore ,.rt LV' fTV;
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At x

University Bookstore
Store Hours: 9:00a.m. to 4:30p.m. 

Monday - Friday
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Fredericton's REAL Sports Bar
Fri, Sat & Sun 
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Celtic Party Band%üpm> Wre mumWith Guests Hector's Bridge FÜNKWERXry $6.991/2 Pound Rib-eye & Fries 

plus double mug of Keiths

Hot Wings 250 Always 
Super Specials Daily

Featuring Geordi, Carl, Daryl & Friends
ALEXANDER Keith's Crew Xmas Bash!. v.W-»"""'"
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Thur Nov 30th 8pm
The only real club

worth being in
Call lance at 457-3073

Grand Opening Bash 
Thur Nov 30th @ 9pm

COMING: 
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AC/DC Tribute 
Dec 3rd
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]ann Arden, and the tight against fame
by Michael Edwards 

Brunswickan Entertainment

It really wouldn’t be hard for Jann 

Arden to blend into the background. 
She is a rather unassuming person who 
doesn’t try too hard to win you over - it 
happens naturally. In case you didn’t 
notice, she was in town last Friday for a 
concert at the Aitken Centre (and a 
rather good show it was too). She was 
more than a little busy, but she did 
manage to put aside a few minutes to 
talk to me, which really didn’t seem like 
long enough. Fortunately, she loves to 
talk too, and that made the process of 
interviewing her an awful lot easier; all 
I had to do was ask a few questions, sit 
back and listen.
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i VYour songs tend to be rather 

melancholy - are you sad?
No, I’m not sad. People might think 

that I’m sombre, but life is hard and 1 

try to write about that in my songs.
Maybe sadness is a more 

interesting emotion than happiness.
Well, they do say that happiness is a 

form of psychosis, but no emotion is a 
mindless one.

I >«ïi A

■m mAry
What about some of your 

influences? The spotlights fall on Jann Arden as she takes the stage up at the Aitken Centre
Well, just some wacky, stupid things 

-1 love ABBA, and always did. And the 
Carpenters, Shirley Bassey, Petulia would notice. 1 mean, I’ve sold 600,000
Clark, Lulu, James Taylor, Jànis lan, copies of the record in Canada and that
Carly Simon. 1 loved Blondie too, and makes me happy, but it is frightening
Olivia Newton John, Gordon Lightfoot. and scary. When they do come up and
I’ve just started in the last couple of talk to me, they always tell me that I am
years to get interested in Joni Mitchell shorter than they expected. But if
and the Beatles - things 1 should have people kept coming up to me all the
listened to when 1 was 16.1 really like time I would keep thinking that my fly
sappy pop music. I’ve fust started a jazz was down. If you want fame then you
collection and got a great Billie Holiday can have just that, but you end up

becoming a caricature - I’ve seen that 
The Verve one? I have that one with some other Canadian artists. 

and treasure it.

Photo by Warren Watson
try and compare the two is impossible 
- they are both wonderful in different 
ways. Music is in the eye of the 
beholder. I just write the songs that 1 

want to write - I’ve never been trendy 
in my life, and I’m not going to start 
now. People have been good to me 
though, and they seem to like what 1 
am doing - they might think that the 
next album is shit.

What about the show tonight? 
What sort of audience do you 
expect?

There will be everything from 10 
year old kids to 65 year olds. There 
isn’t really large clumps of anything - 
a very equal cross section of people.

Are you happy about that?
It means that you have the kids who 

grow up with you and continue to support 
you and buy your records. Then people 
my age understand where I’m coming 
from. And slightly older people can listen 
and reflea back on relationships they’ve 
gone through.

And we’re out of time. Anything 
we need to know? How about some 
good dirt on Jann Arden?

I’m 5' 10", and I’ve just slept with 
Celine Dion and her husband -1 really 
enjoyed both of them too. I made her a 
couple of sandwiches too as she looked 
like she needed to eat something.

streets in Winnipeg naked and nobody prepared to discuss. And I love talking. 
I mean, my friends and I sit around 
talking and playing cards. But I really 
haven’t done anything all that 
extraordinary - I’m sure that everyone 
has some great stories. My friends have 

some great stories. My mother has some 
funny stories about being chased 
around her childhood home by a large 
brown bear and it running through the 
kitchen. But I really haven’t done 
anything that other people my age 
haven’t done. My twenties were kinda 
pathetic -1 had bad relationships, low 
self-esteem, I made mistakes, I drank 
too much and 1 was just sappy. I made 
bad decisions for myself - I wasn’t 
serious about anything, 1 didn’t get 
anywhere so I just didn’t care. 1 got out 
of shape mentally.

You ’re a walking example of how 
you can pull your life together in 
your thirties...

It’s never too late. Age is irrelevant 
in a lot of ways. The one good thing 
about time is that it's the only way that 
you can acquire wisdom. You can 
acquire intelligence by going to 
university and paying your $10,000 
tuition and be smart. But how you 
apply that in a practical sense takes 
wisdom and integrity. I’m from the 
school of hard knocks, and I’ve 
learned finally that I have to be gentle 
with myself, and to be proud of 
myself, and to nurture my friendships 
and really simple things like that.

How old were you when the first 
album came out?

I had just turned 30.

So you were older coming into 
the music business than most 
people.

1 suppose I was.

And do you think that it was an 
advantage?

I think it was reassuring for A&M that 
1 wasn’t a kid, that I was kind of all there 
in my head and I was prepared to do 
the work. It's always a risk signing any 
new artist, but I think that the label 
knew me well enough. And I’m very 

young at heart -1 look 21 (laughter). 
All those things were helpful in the way 
I dealt with people and media and for 
doing interviews. By the time I got to 
the labels, I had already done 500 
interviews.

But you are only getting 
national recognition now.

Yes, but it even depends on what 
part of Canada you are in. My career 
varies with some real hot spots and 
some places that I am really unknown. 
Basically my career in light of what 
people have seen spans three years, and 
I always have to remember that, that 
they don’t know what I did before. I 
didn’t come out of nowhere, but it does 
add a bit of mystery to things.

What about those big sales 
overseas?

They just picked up on that one 
song. Radio is such a fickle medium 
where they take one song, play it to 
death and then they just forget about 
you. It’s that song that is famous not 
me. You begin to become detached 
from a song once it’s been recorded - 
it’s gone from your hands after that 
and there is nothing you can do.

Your reviews have been good 
though.

Reviews are a funny thing - it’s such 
a personal thing. It’s kind of like 
comparing Picasso and Rembrandt. 
Someone might like Picasso the most, 
and someone else Rembrandt, but to

boxed set.

So you don’t feel famous?
Maybe it’s just a state of mind, butI’ve listened to every disc about ten 

times now -1 think it’s the quintessential not that much has changed for me at
Billie Holiday collection. And I got some all. 1 am thrilled with all that has
Rosie Clooney, and Mel Torme singing happened, but having said that it has 
Sinatra hits. been an incredible amount of work. I’ve

What are you listening to these been at it for about 18 years now - it
didn’t happen overnight; it’s been a very 

The Innocence Mission, Joan gradual process. My management have 
Osborne, Shawn Colvin, Alanis worked hard, the record company have 
Morisette, Oasis and Ashley Mclsaac -1 worked hard at breaking a new artist • 
stole that one a few months ago from it’s a product of so many things. I may
the record company. I like quite a bit of be the face that everybody sees, but it’s 
French music too - Celine makes really the music that everybody likes, 
beautiful French albums. Whatever They don’t really know anything about 
strikes my fancy really. I’m one of those me - I’m pretty mundane,
weirdos that go into the record 
company and steal stuff all the time. I’ve 
even got things at home that I haven’t I've had the same friends for about 25 
even opened.

days?

What should we know about you? 
1 like to read books, go to the movies.

I

years now, and my folks are very 
l hear that you’re pretty big in normal. They’ve taught me to keep my 

Italy and Australia, and you also feet on the ground. I’m too old - if I 
sell quite a few albums here in was 21, I’d probably feel different. But 
Canada - how is life as a superstar? I know that I'll drop dead some day, and 

I’m not a superstar - do you think I’m 1 also know that this is a fleeting thing,
a superstar?

And that’s where I left Jann as she 
babbled on about having barbecues 
with Rod Stewart, meeting up with 
Gordon Lightfoot and going bowling 
with Richard Carpenter down in Saint 
John. The sense of humour which 
becomes so obvious when she 

appears on stage is even more 
obvious talking to her is person. And 
she was shorter than I expected too.

g-

A moment in my life and it could all go 
Well, you are probably one of the to hell at any minute.

biggest selling musicians in Canada Do you like having a more private
aspect to your life?

But nobody even really recognises It really doesn’t bother me as I don’t 
me - I could walk up and down the usually talk about things that I’m not

at the moment.
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ie by Michael Edwards 
Brunswickan Entertainment

1 think that if they recorded an entire of more famous songs. By giving these
album this way I might have felt a little a listen, you can see how songs
on the nauseous side, but 1 think I can developed or even changed completely

About a year ago, 1 was extremely live with just two songs. Especially - the version of‘And 1 Love Her’ features
excited by the fact that there a new’ because there is so much other material the entire band rather then the sparse
album coming out by the Beatles. Live on the double CD set that deserves our acoustic guitar/woodblock version that 
At The BBC turned out not only to be a attention, 
rather good album full of examples of

Well, this little write-up originally with the dialogue throughout Eagle 
appeared in The Brunswickan's Web Heart. While the dialogue was witty in 
Site's Summer Issue. So for those of you places, it lacked a target. Myrha and her 
without a web browser or who are friend are intelligently not portrayed as 
allergic to the Internet, here you go.

Self publishing has become entice fan boys to read further. It was a 
evidently popular again over the last few good read and I look forward to the next 
years. What better way for a creator to installment.

Bad Girls using thongs and whips to

we are all familiar with. And then there
What sort of material? Well, they kick are the two versions of‘I'll Be Back’ that 

the Fab Four in their early days, but also things off with a couple of recordings show how two different tempos
seemed to open the floodgates for even from 1958 when the Beatles didn’t even experimented with - it is fairly obvious
more unreleased material to see the exist; John, Paul and George were in the which one was used, 
light of day. Maybe EMI felt the urge to Quarry Men. Their version of‘That’ll Be
test the market, just to see if there was The Day’ doesn’t hold a match to Buddy is evident in many places too - ad-libs
still interest in the Beatles - they needn’t Holly’s, while both Paul McCartney and between songs at the live shows; little
have worried as Live At The BBC has sold George Harrison have written better comments as rehearsals of some songs
around 6 million copies around the songs than ‘In Spite Of All The Danger’, fall apart - and there are some snippets
world. Apparently Beatlemania lives on. And did 1 mention that the sound from interviews seen in the 

In the meantime, if you wanted to quality isn’t all that good either? But documentary too.
hear any unreleased material you had there is just no denying their historical
to go via the slightly illegal bootlegged importance - from small acorns... 
route, putting up with mediocre sound 
quality and ludicrously high prices.

the remaining Beatles 
got back together to record

maintain complete control of a character 
than to own the company. Hell, Dave Yankee Daniel McKinnon’s journey into 
Sim has been utilizing that idea in 
Cerebus for close to twenty years. Now * 
two local talents have thrown

The Cavalier and the Cutthroat iswere

fantasy. His story is set up in 
L much the same manner as hisThe famous Beatles sense of humour
A A is A partner's Eagle Heart 
Hflk was However, McKinnon 

devotes more attention 
ûAf, towards character 
Kv * 1 development and 

V setting up the chess 

board for future 
issues.

their hats into the ring of 
black and whites,
They even get^ÉÉ^^^^B 

their comic y
printed at the same 
place as Sim.

2-Headed Giant is a 
splitbook anthology put ^B*^ 

out by Jeff (Eagle Heart) 
Matheson of St. Stephen NB ^ 

and Daniel (The Cavalier and 1 
the Cutthroat) McKinnon of 
Calias ME.

And then there is Free As A Bird’ - 
the new song. The first time I heard 
it, 1 thought it was kind of boring. 
Then I found myself singing it to 

myself almost unconsciously - the 
^ tune had gotten under my skin 

which is always the sign of a 
good pop song. If you can 

put your morals to one 
side, it really doesn’t 
sound too bad at all • a 

1 bit like something from 
1 the Abbey Road or Let 
I It Be era. You might 
I think that John Lennon 

I recorded his vocals

Jm
iL In this first 

B chapter of 

The 
Cavalier 

^mind the 

Cutthroat 
we’re

some new songs? There was 
always talk of the Beatles . 
getting back together, A 
but it never happened. ^B 

Even after the murder 
of John Lennon, 
people
optimistic byli 
mentioning Julian K: 
Lennon’s name tojH 

take his father’s place, «
It didn’t happen. ■

Then earlier this year,™ 

it was confirmed - the 
Beatles were reuniting. The 
main reason for this was to^ 

work on what is to be the

plfll
Matheson’s Eagle Heart is a 

sword and sorcery fantasy about two B 

women protagonists who happen to 
kick everyone’s ass. For a first effort,
Matheson exceeds my expectations for villain bearing the moniker The 
quality of effort and artwork. The artistry Cathandler. The Cathandler is a 
shines because of Matheson’s use of gentleman, of sorts, who has bartered 
clean fluid lines. The story is done in for numerous deals to accumulate vast 
black and white, which only elevates his powers. He seems to be forged from the 
artwork. It’s refreshing to see that he same mold as Dr. Doom or Master 
wasn’t trying to copy the “Rob Liefeld Darque. He brings a vile majesticism and 
School of Misproportioned Anatomy”, lurid cunning to get what he wants. 
The level of artwork in Eagle Heart is Right now he wants an object that 
comparable to the Valiant House style, loathsome and unscrupulous bastard, 
Page 11 will blow your sandals right off. Tomas Fawkes has taken from him. 
There is so much attention to detail you Tomas beats his wife and does lots o’ 
even see the stitching in Myrha’s pants, nasty things.
Strange for a 
heroine \

ffi
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acquainted with a cast 
of several characters, but of
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using a very cheap 
W microphone, and that the 
W lyrics are rather simple, 
f but it isn’t a bad song. Jeff 

Lynne’s production is

r ?A i J. ; 7 ■ ;

Watson
s impossible 
I in different 
eye of the 
songs that 1 
been trendy 
ling to start 
good to me 
) like what 1 
ink that the

can
See booklet for details

remarkably light-handed for 
someone has previously made 

everyone sound like ELO, and the 
overall feel is one of a Beatles song. 

And what if you never did really like Not their best one, but a Beatles song

definitive documentary on the band;
The Beatles Anthology. And that just 
happens to be the name of a series of 
CDs that are to be released over the next Ringo? Well, now you have the chance nonetheless. I wouldn’t rush out and
little while. The first of those, The to hear Pete Best whacking the skins in buy The Beatles Anthology simply for
Beatles Anthology 1, has just come out a previously unreleased take of ’Love Me 
to coincide with the television broadcast Do’ which is much slower than the one

I was left unclear who the eventual hero 
of the story was, but right now my money 
is on Tomas’s son Freddie. Freddie has a 
lot of angst that he hides by being 
apathetic, even to the Sun. He’s more of a 
practical person that a dreamer 

Even with a price tag of 14.25 
Canadian you’ll find it worth your time. 
Fantasy isn’t dead, it’s in your backyard. 
You just don’t know it. Remember if 
you're in Fredericton the only shop to 
be at for the latest in collectibles is 
Strange Adventures and they carry TWo- 
Headed Giant too.

Y
this song, but I won’t programme my 
CD player to skip it either.

Ç not 
► to be 
wearing

w tonight? 
ce do you of the documentary and it contains the 

first new Beatles recording since the 
band officially broke up in 1970.

A new Beatles song? Actually they 
recorded two of them using demos that 
John Lennon recorded at his piano in 
1977 - uncompleted songs that might 
have ended up on his final album 
Double Fantasy. They were handed 
over to Paul McCartney, George 
Harrison and Ringo Starr in 1993, and 
they filled in the gaps. A sick idea? Hmm 
- maybe, but it was the only way that all 
four Beatles could ever perform again.

that saw light of day as their first single. 
There are also some recordings that 
date to the very early days when Stuart 
Sutcliffe strapped on a bass guitar and 
posed so dramatically for the camera.

Just in case you really don’t want to 
listen to any of that new and unreleased 
material, there are live versions of some 
of your old favourites from a variety of 
sources such as the Ed Sullivan Show, 
the Royal Command Performance and 
the Morecambe and Wise Show. So far 
so good. But my favourite aspect of this 
release are the demos and early takes

It’s a very, very attractive and 
interesting package that has made me 
listen to practically nothing but the 
Beatles for the past week. I, for one, 
really can’t wait for the next two 
volumes to arrive next year as they 
promise such wonders as an acoustic 
version of ‘Strawberry Fields Forever’ 
and the full story of A Day In The Life’ 
from the acoustic demo to the final

a thong 
nowadays. 

I did
ng from 10 
olds. There 
)f anything - 
i of people. 
that?

fie kids who 
ue to support 
Then people 
I’m coming 

pie can listen 
ships they’ve

have a 
problem

VIA

version with the orchestra going all 
weird at the end. I’m polishing my 
Beatle boots, and dusting off my Beatle 
wig in anticipation. SLAM!!!?. Anything 

iboutsome by Eric Hill compose poems, which they will in 
for Brunswickan Entertainment turn perform for an illustrious panel of

judges. Winning poets will receive 
prizes from Labatt’s, Qwerty & stuff 
T.B.A., including a grand prize of 

November 25, 1995 publication in the first issue of Qwerty. 
9 pm

THE BEATLES COMPETITIONn?
t slept with 
tnd -1 really 
I made her a 
s she looked 
lething.

WE ARE FORTUNATE ENOUGH TO HAVE THREE COPIES OF THE BEATLES ANTHOLOGY TO GIVE AWAY THIS WEEK 

(THANKS TO THE VERY WONDERFUL BARRY KENT AT EMI). AND ALL YOU HAVE TO DO IS ANSWER THE 

FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:
1. NAME THE SIX PEOPLE WHO HAVE BEEN MEMBERS OF THE BEATLES.
2. IN WHICH YEAR WAS *LOVE ME DO*, THEIR FIRST SINGLE, RELEASED?

3. IN WHICH YEAR DID THE BEATLES MAKE THEIR AMERICAN TELEVISION DEBUT ON THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW?
4. WHICH WAS THE FIRST ALBUM TO FEATURE ONLY LENNON/MCCARTNEY COMPOSITIONS?

5. ARRANGE THE FOLLOWING ALBUMS IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER OF RELEASE (FROM EARLIEST TO LATEST) 

SGT. PEPPER'S LONELY HEARTS CLUB BAND, RUBBER SOUL, WITH THE BEATLES, ABBEY ROAD AND REVOLVER.

EVENT;
PLACE:
DATE:
TIME:

Poetry slam 
Cellar Pub, SUB

Sign up sheets will soon
appear in the Cellar 
& in the English 

department 
UNB.

Jann as she 
> barbecues 
ng up with 
ing bowling 
iwn in Saint 
tour which 
when she 
:ven more 
person. And 
ected too.

Raison d’être: to 
promote the coming 
into bung of ^ 
QWERTY - a new 
journal of all things 
creative & arty to see 
print early in 1996.

Competitors will 
be given subjects / 
upon which to / /'■

^9? Limited 
" number of 

contestants, so sign 
*up soon. For more 

information call Eric 
At 458-8832 (week) or 

459-8763 (other).

SI
GET YOUR ENTRIES INTO THE BRUNS OFFICE BY 9 AM ON WEDNESDAY MORNING, AND THE THREE 

ENTRIES WITH MOST ANSWERS RIGHT DRAWN FROM THE HAT WILL WIN. THE ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR'S 

DECISION IS FINAL, AND DON'T TRY BRIBING ME EITHER (UNLESS IT IS A REALLY GOOD BRIBE...)
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The Bruns 
types papers

453-5073 
Room 35 SUB 
Ask for Janice

.

Competition Starts at 8PM 
Come Early!

Bring Your Whole House!! Drink Specials During 
Competiton Time!!

Great Specials All Night Long!!
Party Line 450-1230

Be part of an Extravaganza
The Gilbert & Sullivan Society of Fredericton

iti
)

The Pirates of Penzance_ i

On March 28, 29, 30th, 1996
We invite all students who like to sing and/or dance, 
or who have any other talents, to come and show us.

Musical Warm-ups
Wed Nov. 29, 1995 from 7:00p.m. - 1 0:30p.m. 
Wed Dec 6, 1995 from 7:00p.m. - 1 0:30p.m. 

at room 303 in Tilley

Informal Auditions
Sat Dec. 9, 1995 - between 1 :00p.m. - 4:30p.m 

at Memorial Hall Auditorium.
Just drop in and sing a song 

For further information call Bill Ready 459-0497
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Show of rhJ*Nf (prof's work opens
is imbued with the artistic appetite for the the work is unmistakable. But just in case artistically roots the origins of the

eccentric and eclectic. Painting for such a the warm colors don’t speak to you of a exhibition’s name: “As I paint from the

venue Jennifer Pazienza aptly sums: ‘This windy September stroll in the New Keswick Ridge landscape, 1 ground myself 
gallery, the Sue Lawrence Hair and Brunswick forest, the oil paintings are in this place and time. This grounding

Gallery, where art and artifice come somewhat prosaically entitled Keswick makes it possible for me to journey into

together, challenges us, once again, to Ridge, Keswick Valley, Wild Grapevines, past landscapes to understand something

consider who we are, what we’re about September, Autumn Maple, Autumn more of who 1 am, who I have been who 
and who we might like to be.” Details #/, #2 and # j.

Pazienza is a professor of art education

■ife
rTâÉ

1 might become."

Overall, the works seem more toFrom the artist’s Keswick Ridge perch -
at UNB who is currently exhibiting recent overlooking her 300 acres of farmland augment than strike. Then again, it's

works at Sue Lawrence’s. Grounding is between September 11 and November 1- pretty difficult to compete with the ornate
an 8 piece display of oil on canvas ranging the canvases mimic the natural glow of yet careless chic that, in Fredericton, is Sue
from $200 to $1500 in price. All the pulsing opulent tones of fall. Pazienza
landscapes, the paintings are a series of

Lawrence's own.Photo by Mike Dean
By Gwyneth

Brunswickan Entertainment
temple archway, navajo red walls and rich fall colors that roll, toss and ebb into 
hairstylists? Land scapes, right? shapes that play with depth perception. 

. Sue Lawrence Hair & Gallery is all about They are a spectrum of rolling waves and
what goes with eight foot tall wrought the mingling of the natural with the plateaus which exploit fiery reds, oranges,

iron mirrors (German design), a Greek bizarre. The combined salon and gallery yellows and green. The autumn flavor of

"V
More VALUE 

More VARIETY 
r More TASTEHi

z
BLOCKBUSTER VALUE DEALS

X% ~lsos TWO 12’ PIZZASPizzaA With 3 toppingsDelight-V $12 99
B EM • Plus Taxes

Expires Dec l1,199s. Please posent coupon when ordering Valid at panicipating locations only 
No cash value. Not valid w ith any other offer.

Students
ESAVE

40% SA PARTY BUSTERPizzaA IS” Round Pizza (3 toppings) & 
IS” Round Garlic Cheese Fingers} Delight:V $|Q 99

■ MB • Plus Taxes

Expires Dec r, 1995. Please present coupon when oniering Valid at panicipating locations only. 
mmm mmm —— Nocastmlue^sot valid with .my other uffer

V« chicken"

LEG DINNER
With Fries, Rice, Dipping 

Sauce, Coleslaw and Bread

On any economy 
seat, anywhere, any time. 

It’s easier than ever.
EA 6436 6436 • s s

No hassles, no more advance Æ
purchase requirements, no ;V *

more blackout periods, *~

no more sold out seats.

Lots of comfort, convc- 

nlence, and savings.

Any full-time student 

with an International 

Student Identity Card 

(ISIC) can save 40% 

with VIA Rail, begin

ning October 29. No 
need to watt, take a 
look at the train today!

_ / >4 i
* A

A
V $4 99

® Plus Taxes
Expires Dec 17,1995- Please present coupon when ordering \fohd at participating locations only 

No cadi value. Not va&i with any other offer.B EV.
-•

s 12” MEGA PIZZA! PizzaAI Choose Mega Works, Mega Meat, 
or Mega CheeseDelighti

». V $8 88
MB# Plus Taxes

■ FjIPires Dec r. 1995. Plea* present coupon w hen oniering Valkl at panici|iaiing locations only
ammm mmm Nocls fnufuc Not valid with any other offer

I
« « E■

<r • » e s CHICKEN & PIZZA 
COMBO FOR 4

t t s
• B«X>

a* A 9- Pepperonl Pizza, 9" Gertie finger,, 1 Chicken Bremsi Dimer* * 
a 1 Chicken Leg Dinner* •

•• Choice ofFriee or Rico, Dipping Sauce, Coleslaw and Breadh vQ $1Q 99
M 9 Plus Taxes 

Expires Dec 17,1995 Please present coupon when oniering Valid at participating locations only. 
No cash value Not vaHd with any other offer

*-«>;:

E%

s 2 SUPER DONAIRS*1 Pizza
DelightAI '*"> »~«c, „I Van.-. 

I Susan
I **■■*» «Weo,

June 26, 

Car ic ton

*( Two small SUPER Donairs)

V $5 99
MB* Plus Taxes

Expires Du r 1995. Please ptesenl coupon when onlenng Valkl al participating locations onh 
No cash value Not ealxl with any other oiler

E197SX
.ÆBk. FEAST FOR TWO

12 Plzza (3 T°PPlnBs)
n. Cl 9” Garlic Cheese Fingers,Delight r iff,,

$10 99B MB • Plus Taxes
■ ^'res Dec P, 1995 Plc-ase present coupon when onlenng Valid at panicipating locations only

NorasImlueAot lalkhviih any other offer

O', it, Ülîiv^yJ V bf /,/ s1
AI

IVI

EThe ISIC, the 0116 and Ollly card you’U need.
In addition to 40% off any economy scat, anywhere, anytime with VIA Rail, 
an ISIC can save you hundreds of dollars on accommodation, admissions 
to museums and cultural attractions, and a whole host of other valuable 
products and services across Canada and around the world.

s TWO SMALLI

PANZEROTTIPizza
Delight Wlth Sma!l Caesar Salad and Pasta Salads

$g 99
MB* Plus Taxes

I A
V

+« TRAVEL CUTS
VOYAGES CAMPUS

Drop by the ISIC issuiny 
agent nearest you to find 
out more. Don’t forget to 
bring your valid student 
card to prove you ’re a 
full-time student.

Min E Expires Dec P, 1995 Plea* present coupon when onlenng Valid ,u panicipating locations only 
I___  ____ ____ ____ ____ ____ __ No cash value Not valid with an\ other offer __

Travel CUTS
University of New Brunswick 
Student Union Building 
453-4850

Ray Dolan’s Pizza Delight 
King St 458-1800 

Prospect St. 453-1400

1-800-561-3952

Pizza
Delight-ülr
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Tribute albums. Hmm. They have community. Damned if you do,
become so fashionable in the last little damned if you don’t. So it might seem
while that it is just going to be a matter that cover versions are a waste of time,
of time before the Nirvana tribute but occasionally a gem does turn up -1
reaches the shelves - remember where could list cool cover versions for the
you heard it first kids. I always seem to rest of the column, but that would be a
have a real ethical problem with them bit of a waste of space. Instead 1 will
as in most cases, I really can’t see what concentrate of the three fairly new
the point of them is. If you like the tribute albums that have arrived
artist, you would probably rather listen the last few weeks,
to the original versions of the songs
rather than some pathetic attempt to than Working Class Hero, which
try and capture the spirit of the original features the songs of John Lennon. It
by an aging star who feels the need to happens to have been released just
jump start their lagging career. But before The Beatles Anthology hits the
enough about Rod Stewart, let’s get stores but rather than a cunning
back to my original point which was...I marketing ploy, it might just be one of
forget. Urn. Er. Tribute albums.

by Matt Gay
Brunswickan Entertainment

tribi
quoi
Inch

Friday night, November 7th 1995 
was a toss up, either I stayed home 
and watched The X-Files or 1 could 
go to the Pyramid Warehouse where 
D O.A. was playing. 1 definitely 
made the right decision when I 
went to the show.

TWo local bands, Luster and All 
N All, opened for D.O.A. (Dead On 
Arrival). Luster, a relatively new 
band, opened playing their second 
show ever. They are a talented band 
but they were not very energetic. 
Their inexperience was evident but 
the music was good. All N All was 
second on the bill and they played 
their last show ever. They are of a 
lesser quality musically but the 
better showman of the two.

This set the stage for D.O.A. They 
came out and it did not take long 
for the audience of about 140

sour
Joy

6 ontl
*8

over8

I can’t think of a better place to start

3
E

»'

I

those coincidences. No sense in being
!7nical with°ut reafn-The aibum
bnn8$ together a real motley crew of 
performers ranging from the Red Hot

Working Class Hero S£e«ePrpeto S^gT £
Unfortunately a whole bunch of the 
bands inbetween really aren’t very 
good at all. Not one band does anything 
too exciting to the songs - the closest 
thing is the Flaming Lips slow version 
of ‘Nobody Told Me’. Everyone else 
tries their utmost to sound like 
Lennon while still retaining their own 
unique sound - there can’t possibly 

There are two routes you can take be any other explanation for Blues 
when covering a song - make a straight- Traveller sticking an utterly horrible 
forward version of the song that sounds harmonica solo in the middle of
more or less like the original, or change Imagine’. There are some highspots
it so dramatically that nobody will thanks to George Clinton and The
recognise it. Most people take the easy, Minus 5, and most of the rest of it
first route which is a bit of a waste of isn’t too horrid. It’s just that the
time as they very rarely improve on the whole thing seems so very
original, while those who are brave unnecessary, and the phrase ‘cashing
enough to do all manner of weird in’ keeps jumping to mind. Oh well,
things to a song are met with cries of 
“Murderer!” from the music

y

♦ pitya tribute to joltn lennon
man;
and
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whic 
Morr 
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that : 
diffii 
listei 
Nine 
thou 
Sma: 
undt 
Stare 
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why 
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Low 
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again 
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beco 
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people to warm up to them.
Everybody 1 spoke with afterwards 
enjoyed their performance. The
band, now signed under Essential The Friday the 17th Pyramid Warehouse Massacre.
Noise, an affiliate of EMI, put on a
good stage act. Although most of trying to discuss punk rock with out West. To tell the truth, I was
the members of the band are old these middle-aged men, and I was impressed by D.O.A. because even
enough to be my father, they still not sure of how to address Joey after all these years, they still had
managed to exude a high energy Shithead. I had an incredible urge edge. A great show and
level, with Ford (guitarist) jumping to call him Mr. Shithead due to his
constantly and Joey Shithead seniority. After a bit, I got Bomb presentation, and their next
(vocals, guitar) working the crowd. comfortable and Joey talked show is with Eric's Trip and Orange
Highlights included when Joey insistently about hockey, so most Glass this Saturday night at the
Shithead came out onto stage my conversation was with Brian
dressed as a priest bearing a

3
»

Photo by Kent "Bring ’em back alive" Rainville

a great
band. The show was a Krunch

Moving on to Joy Division who may 
seem like an unlikely choice for a

same venue.
(their new drummer) and Ford, 

burning cross and began to christen They told me about the many
the audience. Immediately bands each one had played with
afterwards he donned a hockey before D.O.A. and the bands that
mask Friday the 13th style and D.O.A. has played with in the past
started a chainless chainsaw which

You can take control 
of genital herpessuch as No Means No and The

he used to make cutting motions on Dead Kennedys. 
various people in the crowd. The 
show and the music were of a high they enjoyed the show and that they 
quality probably due to the fact that like to play here in the East because
they have been playing together for they have more all ages shows,
17 years.

When asked they told me that

7 eocu cUaxfHaied 
evttil Htnftu 6 pa**» <*?».

/

\places where the crowds are more 
After the show I had the responsive. They also mentioned

opportunity to speak with the that the audiences here were
members of D.O.A. I felt odd at first, tightly knit and less of a clique than

/; .
more

s 4 *
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^ ^ «Ml*CITY OF FREDERICTON
L—WINTER PARKING PROHIBITION

(By-law Tl, section 19) and your life• • •
Coping with recurrent symptoms 
such as itching or burning pain, 
tingling, sores, or even localized 
redness in or near the genital 
area has never been easy. Add 
to this the emotional impact of 
guilt, resentment, depression... 
a disruption of dally life.

availability of affordable treat
ments, and counselling — can 
help you get your life essentially 
back to normal and potentially 
keep outbreaks out of the picture 
for years.

Citizens of Fredericton are reminded that effective 
December 1 through March 31, vehicles parked on 
city streets between the horns of 12:00 am and 7:00 
am may be towed to facilitate snow removal.

To confidentially learn more 
about reducing the severity and 

Advances in medical research frequency of genital herpes 
now enable you to do some- outbreaks, and minimizing the 
thing about genital herpes out- risk of transmission through 
breaks. A greater understanding safe sex guidelines, contact the 
of genital herpes —plus the

Please remind any overnight visitors about this 
by-law. Your cooperation will save you the 
inconvenience and expense of being towed. National Herpes Hotline.

CALL 1-800-HSV-FACS
1 8 0 0-478-3 227For more information call : 452-9500.

And consult your physician
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Theatre UNE serve up
a double bill

I'M YOUR 
IGGEST FAN

you do, 
night seem 
ste of time, 
i turn up -1 
ms for the 
would be a 
>tead I will 
fairly new 
rrived over

tribute album, but their ‘coolness’ of ‘Love Will Tear Us Apart’ which is a 
quotient rose dramatically when Nine crime against humanity. I’d probably 
Inch Nails covered ‘Dead Souls’ on the give this one a miss too on ethical 
soundtrack for The Crow. Nevertheless, grounds.
Joy Division are still pretty unknown The final album does a little to bring 
on this side of the Atlantic. And that’s a back my belief in tribute albums

sometimes being a good idea. Inner 
City Blues pays tribute to the music of 
Marvin Gaye by not only having artists 
performing some of his songs, but also 
allows the artists to mould the music 
to show their respect for Marvin. For 
that reason alone, it is the most tasteful 
and interesting of the tributes - the 
respect the performers feel for Gaye 
is obvious. All kinds of people 
contribute songs; Bono, Neneh 
Cherry and Stevie Wonder, even Boyz 
II Men don’t sound too bad on here. 
The highlight is an unlikely 

pity because no band since that has collaboration between Massive Attack 
managed to capture anguish, despair 
and claustraphobia on record so j 
accurately. Ian Curtis wrote songs 
which are even more depressing than 
Morrissey's. Has there ever been a more 
depressing band? So trying to recreate 
that sound could be more than a little 
difficult, and that’s obvious when 
listening to A Means To An End. No 
Nine Inch Nails to be found on this 
though - the biggest name would be 
Smashing Pumpkins who turn up 
under their occasional pseduonym 
Starchildren; they do an ok job 
‘Isolation’, but you begin to understand and Madonna, turning T Want You’ 
why they used the pseudonym.

byjethelo E. Cabilete 
Brunswickan Entertainment

time theatre students, resulted in a rather than a disjointed affair. All in 
bizarre and ragged hodge-podge that all, The Death and Life of Jesus Christ 
made for a play that did not appear was a good performance.

Drama 2170 and 3170 came to run smoothly from scene to scene. After a brief intermission, the 3170 
through with flying colours last week, Similarly, the short breaks between class presented Norm Foster: Scenes
with a double bill production; The a few of the various shorts took too from a New Play. Written by the
Dcatfi and Life of Jesus Christ and long. prominent Fredericton playwright,
Norm Foster-. Scenes from a New In terms of performance, some the scenes, coupled with an 
Play. The featured productions were remarks should be mentioned. Due exceptional performance, succeeded 
presented in an interesting style, that in part to the limited time of the in producing a hilarious succession
of a series of short scenes that have a performance, some of the speeches of events in the lives of the

were garbled and rushed. This might characters. Workshopped in the 1995
The first play, The Death and Life have also been due to the fact that Brave New Words sessions, the shorts

of Jesus Christ, is a series of Miracle for some of the students, this is the
or Mystery Plays translated from the first time they’ve been on stage and 
Cycle of York and Wakefield. The nervousness is a part of the acting 
Cycle was written from the point of process. In another vein, too much
view of the lower class, rich in coarse movement and the rushing of lines other scenes. The hilarity and
humour and a more “down-to-earth” tended to be distracting and comedy was presented through the
ambience. The appealing quality of bothersome. Especially in the first excellent use of facial expressions
this rendition was the innovative use scene entitled The Crucifixion. body language and talents of the cast,
of modern issues and terms within Despite the aforementioned items with a minimal use of props and
the original medieval context. many within the cast performed costuming. The performers (Dugald
Granted in some of the scenes the admirably. There are some McLaren, Derek Winchester, Michael
blend of modern and historical was performances that were noteworthy; Drost, Hilary Stephenson, Paul
not as good as in others. Yet, the such as Meredith Phinney (Pontius MacDonald, Roxanne Robinson, Tony
distinct blend of humour, homily, Pilate/Lazarus), Tyler Hanley (Hell’s LePage, Dana Nielson and Greg
spirituality and secularism was well Company Man/Joseph), Kerri Giberson) provided a tremendous
meant. There are, however some Michalica (Herod #2/ Mary) and display of energy and life in the
critical comments that need to be James Hum (Judas/Guard). The scenes; they should be commended
addressed. The lighting cues farcical notions (although not really for a seamless exhibition of acting
appeared to completely miss the necessary in some scenes) stayed
performers in some of the scenes, consistent and true to form. Some of The cast and crew gave an excellent
with the perception that the the more serious dramatic moments, account of themselves and the script,
performers were not placing such as The Judgement scene, kept The plays were well done and if it 
themselves in the positions that the the flavour of the Miracle plays well is any indication, promise some
cues were set for during rehearsals. in hand. Still it might have been excellent performances in the second
h^thernreT 7f ^ 'f ^ ™ * continuous term. So don’t forget to come out and
has the potential for disaster for first- movement from humour to drama, support them in the new year

• ...'•
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are reminiscent of a “Pulp Fiction” 
scenario, wherein the separate scenes 
are tied together through several 
characters who are mentioned in the

É

f! *

nneRç|tyBLUES
t MARVIN; r

n
MADONNA with MASSlvE ATI

STCUE ■

on
that is a sure sign of things to come.

into a ballad that tugs at your 
Fortunately Girls Against Boys, Moby, heartstrings. Ultimately, I knew that 
Low and Codeine do a fair job of this disc worked because as I listened 
covering their respective songs, but to it, I was smiling. I almost felt warm 
again the question that jumps to mind inside. I even think that Marvin 
is Why bother? And that question would have approved while Ian 
becomes far more apparent when Curtis would probably hang himself 
listening to Stanton-Miranda’s version all over again.

BASIC INFORMATION
Quest, the University of New Brunswick's on-line catalogue, includes five sections.

1. Library Catalogue: This section is the access point to the holdings of the libraries on the Fredericton and Saint John campuses of the 
University of New Brunswick. Items can be found via the following types of searches: words or phrase, author, title, subject, author with 
title, other combinations, and browsing

2. Information G;
Current Contents I 
range of discipline 
locations, contact! 
asked for your Per

S» to other library catalogues, databases, and indexes. It currently contains: Enlist, 
in current periodicals issues), ERL (a selection of CD-ROM indexes covering a wide 
talogue. Since the library does not have full control over the information in these 
le. Some databases are only licensed for the UNB and STU communities, so you be 
^ before a connection is allowed.

Memorial (a listing of artid 
and University of Alberta's 
is might not always be ayai 
nal Identification Number (

Desk: Library hours.3. Informât!
section.

to the lilannouncemei les, and off xisted in this■ -,

^SF

It4. Reserve D<
number or ins

5s that aiH AH book inatioi . reserve can be ft:lasi laced I scare. V mg a course■ime. ■■'ll is* lH§g%
;er ,D a

iV;
5. User Informât!
items checked out,

order to access th:

IAROUND

you must
pip

M
creen is divided into two parts. The COMMAND AREA is located above the dotted line. Move around in this area by using 

theTAB key or arrow keys and pressing RETURN or ENTER, or by typing the first letter of the command. One of the commands is 
always highlighted.

Below the dotted line is the INFORMATION AREA. Selection a command moves the cursor into the information area. The top and 
down arrow keys or the TAB key move the cursor within this area. To return to the command area, TAB through all the fields in the 
information area or press shift and TAB simultaneously.
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BOttBlKUNtine 3 with Andrew Rosenfeld and Taigue McAvity

Goldeneye

By Gabe Martin

Ace Ventura - When Nature Calls
E

A: First up, Goldeneye, the latest in a A: Ok, 1 will agree that Goldeneye was § 
long tradition of Bond movies, and well, definitely entertaining. 1 think Pierce ‘ 

it s basically more of the same, just with Brosnan makes a prettty good Bond, up j? 
bigger explosions and more ludicrous there with Sean Connery and Roger ® 

stunts. Moore. 1

«7i «

u

"E
T: Exacdy, it had all the elements of a 

Bond movie. From the naked women and
T: Bronsnan was great, and in my 

opinion he was, in some ways, better than 
guns in the credits to the sex and violence Sean Connery, not that he makes a better
in the plot, this was definitely the Bond - because we all know that Connery

1/£jj| quintessential Bond flick of the 90’s. is king Bond. And yes, of course, what

A: Well, 1 think the believability factor good Bond movie could go over without 

was kind of low in this one, but they a few leading ladies such as the two Bond
M indicated that right at the beginning, with bombshells played by Izabela Scorupco

the incredibly outrageous airplane stunt, and Famke Janssen, 

so I guess it’s fair - they warned you. Leave

'w '

ftiJS
Asexual Harassment

.-ll

I A: OK, we’ll stop it right there, because 
* your sensibilties at the door. But the tank 1 know you’ll get carried away with that

t • that was too much. topic. This movie was good, entertaining, 
T: Really though, we all know that but unbelievable. Good standard Bond. 

Bond and reality do not always go hand T: Ever since they lost Roger Moore the 
in hand. Just look at the super villains and Bond fdms have been floundering,
evil henchman of the past-Jaws, Odd Job, However, now that they have once again

A: Agreed. The only scenes that stood the^ were 311 totalt>' unbelievable. But captured all the elements with the

out in my mind were the Cliffhanger ,hat s what makes 00,1(1 movies 50 great. casting I believe that this Bond (Brosnan)
parody and the animal rights/Monopoly lhey m the ultimate fantasy movie.that could really go far. It is the 90’s rebirth of

give us a taste of unreal but entertaining the classic Bond.
adventure.

T: Jim Carrey. That is really all you material, a lot of his scenes were just
need to say when explaining his newest Ace 1 scenes tailored up to fit the

movie, Ace Ventura, When Nature plot.
Calls. Carrey really carries the show 
over and without him it would not even

new

new

have been worth reviewing.

A: Well, that goes without saying - this part, but they were really good,
movie is Jim Carrey - unfortunately. It 
had some really great scenes, but most the new ones where Carrey was actually
of the humour was just based around creating humor, but the problem 

him being outrageous and doing that he didn’t do that throughout the 

outrageous things, not about being movie. Overall, I think this 
funny. I think the first Ace Ventura was probably the second movie in what will

much better in that aspect.

A: I definitely agree.T: Exactly, the funniest scenes were

srv Ï»®*tkd
was

was

be a long line of Ace Ventura 
T: Funny, oh yeah! Personally I productions, and who knows - maybe 

thought that this was the funniest Z
he will get better with age and 

Carrey movie yet, and 1 have seen a experience, 
few. From Love Bites to the present 

Carrey has gotten increasingly installment was just a sad attempt at 

ridiculous. However, 1 thought he trying to milk some more money 

should have used a little more new of the Ace Ventura/Jim Carrey

A; I hope so - I thought this

out

name.

1
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The Bruns 
types papers 

453-5073 
Room 35 SUB 
Ask for Janice

s
‘Hiy babyl Nice 

piiudopodi! Hukbt, hubb-1
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COMPETITION
RESULTS!!!

Well, the winner of the 
Strange Days soundtrack 

CD is leeann Haggerty 
who just happened to know 
that the actress who sings 

a PJ Harvey song in the 
movie was Juliette Lewis. 
The runner-up prize of a 
Big Audio Dynamite CD 
goes to Nora Doerr. 

Both of you can come to 
The Brnswickan offices on 
Fridav at noon and pick up 

your prizes.
And make sure that you all 
enter the Beatles contest 

this week!!!
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yi$h) Jloikt What category should UNB top in the Maclean's ranking?
•-w
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Natalie McConnick - BSc.I Gordon Thompson - Forestry II Anwar Androus - Civil Eng. II Dana Neilsen - BA III

I'm just happy that we weren't last... Compared to Queens, the student to 
teacher ratio is far better here.

Drinking Demonic Influence

X
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Derek Winchester - BA V Ky Mar - BA III Nik - BA ? Lou & Zer - BA Stard

Fire Hydrant Accessibility Groin Pole? Please! Parking Best Asses!

Peter Roberts
For Men
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Source For Blue Jeans
Downtown On Yonk 458 8476

Mon - WecJ, Sat 9-5 TTur - Fm 9-9

J

Congratulations to the 
Varsity Reds Hockey 

Team on Being
Î 4n

P5

%

Peter Allison's

Pi^a
-Hut*

Call the Hut for your #1 Pizza

K ; . 4 [fl

J V \ t
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You can always get your second medium for $5.00

FREE DELIVERY
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BOSS
HUGO BOSS

RANKED NUMBER 1 IN 
CANADA
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Cut-off jean shorts
eyes more blue than Levis could ever be 
replayed repeatedly topographically

Distroi
k0*

Entropyshy

Metronome rhythm 
bar shots - $2.50 
twenty dollars 
oh god
twenty dollars 
much laughter 
from excellent wit.

isn't what it used 
L to be i

The night lay so still, 
like a babe stillborn.

Big Apple
a mother's gentle strength 
a shirt given 
at a party
from a frustration shared. Thoughts that run through his mind, 

who else knew.
*Memories of days and years gone past, 
playing over and 
in his

Rings around a neck 
standing at the door 
then sitting at the late-night diner 
approaching with lyrics spoken 
traded for relief and atonement.

over

M
IHOME IMPROVEMENT
N

Black with white underneath 
soft-spoken and polite 
pure as the sharp crosses worn 
soft reflections in eyeliner.

D. . .This house of love 
is in disrepair.
The neighbourhood has 
gone to hell and 
needs to be torn down.
What shall find 
its destruction?
Will it be desperate, 
anonymous copulation?
Will it be noxious, 
volatile resentment?
Will it be this crippling, 
form of commitment?
Will it be a silent,
hopeless slide into nothingness?
Or will it be a blinding,
tantalising moment of realization?
I need something to
happen.
I need a clean slate.

Terror seized upon him, 
anger awoke 
fear made him tremble 
the very thought of human Fmelodies and creation 

stories and understanding 
with the look of a wolf 
mixing prayer and medicine.

R
A

I
L

A dopble double please from 
an exotic name 
warm and sweet 
thank you.

T
Y. ..

Perhaps He has come for me, 
perhaps my time has come soon, 
nonetheless
as first light of dawn breaks, 
so shall it be yet another morn.

fin.

A T. Madsen

by
Jit
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Û3Apprentice &
In the last column, I didn’t mean to 

that everyone run 
my lists. It is less of a blow to the pocket book 
to accumulate these things gradually.

O.K. with that said, I want to give you 
basic techniques or principles for cooking. Like 
every other rule, there are exceptions. Nothing 
is written in stone, so feel free to experiment.

Meats are always more tender and flavourful 
when cooked slowly and/or with moist heat (like 
pot roast or turkey). Extreme dry heat like a 
hot, hot oven or frypan tends to toughen meat. 
However, very tender cuts (such as good steaks, 
chicken, fish) may be cooked quickly with dry 
heat.

Vegetables as a rule are cooked by moist 
heat, using as little water as possible and cooked 
without a lid. Allow only a minimal boil or it will 
smush your veggies to pulp (which is fine if you 
like it that way). Over-cooking vegetables robs 
them of their nutritional value and flavour, so 
the rule of thumb is tender but firm. Test by 
piercing with a knife or fork.

Pasta and rice should be cooked al denté 
(firm to the bite). Again, watch the boil. For 
instant rice just follow directions.

Sauces require care. “Be kind to your sauces” 
is a quote from Escoffier, perhaps the most 
famous chef of all time and the father of modern 
cookery. The flour and butter combined is called 
a “roux”. This thickens the sauce or gravy and 
are always mixes in equal proportions. I estimate 
when I cook, so if the sauce is too thin, add 
more roux, if too thick, more liquid. DO NOT 
ALLOW TO BURN, stir attentively and watch 
your heat. Should cook at least 5 minutes, just 
below boiling.

suggest 
out and buy everything on

some

[t/ V ;\ This week's distracting artwork by 
Nina Botten.%

y

wm rvdget m
"X-

U, AXJ.'TT.L IW

The answer to last week’s bridge quiz is as follows: with 
no trumps. East will lead the fourth highest spade (the 
longest and strongest suit) and whenever East or West gets 
the lead will continue with a spade. With this strategy, 
East/West will get four spade tricks, two heart tricks and 
three diamond tricks for a total of 9 tricks. This is three 
tricks above a book of six so East/West can make 3 NT.

This was possible because East/West were able to run 
their long suit (Vs) while North/South could not run theirs 
(♦’s). What happens if South or even North has the lead? 
Either one will lead a heart and then North/South will win 
two spades, four hearts and one club for a total of 
tricks or I NT. Therefore, in this situation, a NT contract 
cannot be bid and made. If East/West bid NT then North/ 
South will lead a heart and East/West then North/South 
will only make four tricks, two short of book. You 
remember, from the first bridge column, that the opening 
lead is made by the right hand opponent (RHO) of the 
declarer. So, the best contract for North/South would have 
been 2 ♦’s.

So how is it decided if there is trump and if so what is 
trump? That is where bidding comes in. The partnership 
who say that they will take the most tricks in a higher ranking 
suit will play the hand with the trumps (or no trumps) they 
have declared. The ranking of the suits is alphabetical and is 
clubs, diamonds, hearts and spades. No trumps is after the 
four suits. The order of bids from low to high is as follows.

m
fcl

seven

may

Y . .

btj Tim Ted ford

I*. IQ. IV, I A, I NT

books 2*. 2Q, 2V, 2A, 2NT

3*. 3Q, 3V, 3A, 3NTKNOWLEDGE IN THE HANDS 
Heather Brown Prince 
Goose Lane Editions

against your hair; the width of your wrists.

I don’t tell you this, or of my fear of men who hold 
out their fingers like roosts.
Of words flying between us, night swallows.

4*. 4Q, 4V, 4*. 4NT

5*. 5Q, 5V, 5A, 5NTreview by Mimi Cormier
(They tie a woman's hands so she won't tear herself. 
Up on the birthing bed she rips

the air with her mouth.)

6*. 6Q, 6V, 6A, 6NTReading Heather Brown Prince's Knowledge in the 
Hands, her first book of poetry, 
is a bittersweet undertaking.
Prince uses words to pull her 
readers through the page as 
though it's a portal to a strange 
wonderland where the senses do 
not separate the perceiver from 
the perceived. Instead, the 
reader is sent into a dimension 
where such boundaries shift and

7*. 7Q, 7V, 7A, 7NT
And I am afraid of the 

strength in you gathering me 
down

pulling me up; of your hands, 
my words

coming hard and endless into 
the belly, out of the womb.

This is the highest it can go since a“7” level bid is promising 
all thirteen tricks. Once a bid has been said,the next person 
cannot say a lower bid.

Now, with the order of bids in mind, what contract would 
the following hand be in? In other words, will East/West or 
North/South get the most tricks and what will be the trump 
(* s- Qs. V’s, As or NT)? The answer will be in the next 
Bridge column.

-Y- -

"Q

Some poems reflect directly 
upon sensual experiencefall away to reveal the interconnection of all things in .... 

nature. That experience was a sweet one. The bitterness Going Where I Touch, Here is the Smell of Smoke,"
'The Beginning of Sight”). In the rest, Prince's imagery 

takes control of the senses in indirect ways. The final 
stanza of "The Apparition ; The Field” can almost be 
felt on the skin:

North 
A K76 
V QT6 
Q 9854 
*AJ4

came to me when I put the book down and fell back 
into "reality," suddenly feeling deaf, dumb and blind.

My strained attempt at description could probably be 
shortened to "poetry on acid," but that would be doing 
a real injustice to Knowledge in the Hands, because 
Prince creates a first mesmerising effect with her poetry 
that works very subtly.

For her first published collection, Prince's poems are 
surprisingly solid and clear-voiced. Her imagery does 
not jar, even when her themes are meant to. For

West SouthGoldenrod and stalks of Indian tobacco; 
the rustling heads of paperwhite.
The sun burns in each; each, in its singular voice, 
is heard.

AAJT4
VJ87

A 2
V A9542
QQJ73
*962

QAK
AT875

The reader is repeatedly reminded in Knowledge in 
example, consider the lure of words in "You Ask me What the Hands that we are creatures of nature, physically 
I Am Afraid of": and inextricabley joined to it by our senses. Prince’s art

You ask me what I am afraid of here in your house, is in demonstrating this with poetry, the feeling of words
The answer is simple: the way your coflar presses as they work their way through the mind.

East
A Q9853
V K3
QT62
* KQ3
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miiTi LNB Student Union Base>

Amnesty International 
Meeting

Sunday November 26th - 2:00pm 
SUB Room 103 - All Welcome!

IFrontier College:
STUDENTS FOR LITERACY4 *

@ UNB/STU
Meeting MON, NOV 27, 95. 

Rm. 203, SUB @ 5:30pm 
Questions: Call Pam/Joan :- 

454-8905 
or E-mail Gina 

STU_LIT @StthomasU.ca

I

Please pick up your 
1995-1996 Student directory 

at the UN6 Help Centre!!
AIESEC 
SOCIAL 

NOV: 28th 
7:00pm

All are Welcome ! ! 
For more info 

call:- 453-4959 
E-mail :- 

AIES@unb.ca

BLUE CROSS HEALTH CARDS 
AVAILABLE Rm. 126 SUB

PLEASE CONE & 
PICK THEM UP

-#

Q'Rft'D CLASS. 96
2nd GENERAL MEETING

S'

What’s Happening !

Re-Voting
We're your Students at Large for the 95-96 school year. 

What the hell doStudents at Large 
do? Well that hasn't really been defined yet but we're 

going to make an attempt at it!
First of all this S.A.L's Column 

(Student at large for those who havn'tfigured it out yet) is 
for all you students with grievences,

Since 'WE', (Rodney & Anoushka) don't have a chance to 
meet youall & hear your probs - 

write and let us know ! ! Think of us as your eyes and 
ears.We'll try to clarify what you don't understand, know,

whatever-
We just want you to know we're here for you!!!

E-mail or CallRodney @ F8YS@unb.ca 455-0436 
Anoushka @ G78n@unb.ca 455-7748

Grad Class Project
When : Sunday, Dec 3 @ 7:00 pm 

Where : MacLaggan Hall, Room 105
Project Suggestions Welcome 
Deadline: Friday, Dec 1 @ 4:30 pm

Please submit to Grad Class Office, room 117, SUB 
for more information please contact 453-4622
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IIS PORTS 1 'T K"For Complete Varsity Reds Coverage

Y UNB is number 1 !o

Hockey V-Reds sweep UPEIATHLETES OF THE WEEK

Chantal Martin, Women's Volleyball"

UNB’s female athlete of the week is Chantal Martin of the 

Varsity Reds volleyball team. The team captain from St. Ignace, 
NB is a fourth year Arts student. This past weekend UNB 

won two matches over MUN by scores of 3-0 and 3-1. Chantal 
had a total of 41 kills, 6 stuff blocks and 7 service aces over 

the two matches. The former two-time AUAA all-star was the 

Pepsi Player of the Game for both matches and is now leading 
the AUAA with an average of 25 kills per match. Coach Al 

McGarvie stated: “Chantal has established herself as the 
biggest impact player in the AUAA so far this year.”

Jason Lukeman, Swimming

UNB’s male athlete of the week is Jason Lukeman of the 

Varsity Reds swim team. The fourth year Science student from 

Port Hawkesbury, NS is the team captain. Last Saturday the 

UNB men’s swim team continued their dominance in the 
AUAA by defeating last year’s AUAA Champions, the Dalhousie 

Tigers at the AUAA Dual Meet in Halifax. Jason was the top 
point winner for the Reds and was named Pepsi-Cola male 
athlete of the meet. He won all 3 individual events and set 

meet records in each of them. Coach Bob Connon stated: 
“Jason is going to be pretty hard to beat in the sprint freestyle 
events this year!”

I i

w
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Jason Campeau dumps the puck in for Trevor Boland to chase.
by Neil Duxbury 

Brunswickan Sports

Photo Maria Paisley
some good stops by LeBlanc. The tide of drew 27 from LeBlanc. 
penalties quickly turned in UNB’s favour as Ex-Red, Forbes MacPherson, had a couple 
the Panthers were called for a variety of of assists on his return to the Aitken Centre, 

The Varsity Red hockey team advanced their offences. Although unable to take advantage however, it was in vain. “It was a tough loss,

record to 8-1 Sunday afternoon with a 5-4 win of any of these powerplays, the V-Reds won There were a lot of positives we can draw from

over the UPEI Panthers. Jeff Andrews secured on Andrews second goal of the afternoon, 
the sweep with 1:50 remaining after the V- 

Reds had taken Saturday’s game 6-4.

The wins were enough to drive UNB to the that I was going to the far side and went

RESULTS
■n Hockey

UNB 6-4 UPEI

UNB 5-4 UPEI

Women's Volleyball
UNB 3-1 MtA

UNB 3-0 _ MUN 
UNB 3 -1 MUN

Women's Basketball
UCCB 70-69 UNB 
UCCB 70-53 UNB

Men's Basketball
UCCB 78-67 UNB 

UCCB 79-73 UNB

that game. We proved that we can play with 
“Well basically it was on my skates, I kind anyone in this league and a couple of breaks 

of kicked it out, turned around and faked here and there and it was anyone’s game.”

The Saturday night game featured a pair of 
top of the CIAU poll. STU's wins over Acadia between his legs. It was pretty lucky actually.” goals for both Campeau and Andrews along
(4-1) and Dalhousie (4-3) were also a factor, he commented afterwards. with singles for Burkin and Dax MacLean,

dropping the Tigers from 2 to 7 and the “We didn’t play that well at the start. I think The V-Reds are in Nova Scotia this 

Axemen from 4 to 5. STU jumped into the we were too cocky and just happy that we weekend for the return legs of their series

top 10 at 10, while previous number 1 won yesterday’s [Saturday] game. We played against UCCB and StFX, having won 6-2 and

a pretty good game but didn’t < ay 'ise on 4-3 in the home encounters. They close the
Sunday, UPEI jumped out to an early lead . our chances that much. It would h. ve been first half of the season on December 3rd

on the first of their four powerplay goals, a much higher scoring game if we had.” UNB when the Université de Moncton Aigles Bleu
Andrews tied the game for UNB before UPEI forced 31 saves from Johnson, while UPEI visit the AUC.

restored their lead on David Lemay’s point 
shot past a screened Frank LeBlanc.

The Panthers stretched their lead to two

Swimming
Men
UNB 114-57 Dal

Women
Dal 127-49 UNB

I

I
Lethbridge dropped to 6.

THIS WEEK IN UNB SPORTS

Men's Basketball
Saturday, 25th - UNB @ Acadia 
Sunday, 26th - UNB @ SMU

Women's Basketball
Saturday, 25th - UNB @ Acadia 
Sunday, 26th - UNB @ SMU

Hockey
Saturday, 25th- UNB @ UCCB 
Sunday, 26th - UNB @ StFX

Swimming
Saturday, 25th - UNB @ Laval

Men's Volleyball
Saturday, 25th- MUN @ UNB, 8pm 

Sunday, 26th- MUN @ UNB, lpm

Women's Volleyball
Friday, 24th- UNB @ UdeM Invitational 

Saturday, 25th- UNB @ UdeM Invitational

Wrestling
Friday, 24th - Eastern Canadians @ UNB, West Gym 
Saturday, 25th - Eastern Canadians @ UNB, West Gym

when LeBlanc was unable to get across a 
clogged crease and -John Nelson took 
advantage. This seemed to be the spur for the 

previously sluggish V-Reds. Shortly 
afterwards, Larry McMorran’s pass found 

Jason Campeau breaking through the last line 
of UPEI’s defence. Campeau shook the . 
goalie’s balance before putting the puck in. It 

The V-Reds took advantage of the Panther’s ^ 

penalty trouble, chaining a series of crisp passes J !
to set up Toby Burkitt for the tieing goal. The V- 
Reds grabbed the lead on Damien Bloye’s low 
shot before UPEI rounded out this high scoring 

period with Kevin White's marker.

I * ♦
V

lit- 1

\
The third period started with UNB working 

off six minutes of penalties courtesy of 

Campeau and Scott Muscutt. The defense 

worked hard against UPEI’s efficient The Ref calls play. In other action, Frank LeBlanc foils the UPEI attack
once more.

m
05 Photo Maria Paisleypowerplay unit, surviving with the help of

INSIDE SPORTS
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In the heart of Downtown Fredericton, and only steps away from 
the university campus, Kings Place has everything you need under 

roof. Visit the specialty stores, gift boutiques, restaurants and 
of Kings Place. From pharmacy to bank, sporting goods 

to fashion, rediscover shopping in the heart of the Downtown. 
With convenient free parking all day 
Saturday in our covered garage, Kings 
Place truly is shopping made simple.

Athlete Profiles
Page 24 

Page 22 
Page 23

Jeff Andrews 

Michelle MacWhirter 

Sandra Tomley

one
services

•v
M-W 9-5:30 

Th-F 9-9 
SAT 9-5

Team Reports
Women’s Basketball 

Swimming 
Women's Volleyball

UB
Page 23 

Page 23 
Page 22

DOWNTOWN FREDERICTON

Games of the Week: Wrestling, Eastern Canadians@UNB West Gym, hi 24 & Sat 25
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— Women's Volleyball — Triathlon

See the ball?

V-Reds win three World Class i

I
J

rj

tSee the basket?
i

% i
1

iÇaI (
If you can figure out how 

these two items relate, you 
know enough to start 

writing Sports for The 
Brunswickan.

i
|

39 «

i” ^
■ * j

\

%
jCome out to our staff 

meeting today at 12:30 in 
Room 35 of the SUB and 
find out how to become a 

Sports writer for The 
Brunswickan.

t
<Michelle MacWhirter. photo Mike Dean

by Michael J. Brest 
Brunswickan Sports

Stephenville, Nfld, for about three days 
at Christmas every year. The rest of the 
year she juggles school, varsity running, 

Michelle MacWhirter recently returned varsity swimming, training triathlons, 
from the World

I

Triathlon coordinating the UNB adult swim 
Championships in Cancun, Mexico. As instruction program, and, oh yeah, the 
the 3rd year Phys. Ed. student returns boyfriend. “It has been a very tough 
to UNB, she is dreading the amount of workload somedays. I may over do it 
work she has to play catch-up on.

MacWhirter was one of the 2000

t1 l

f jp"4. lThe Wrestling 
Team and The 
Brunswickan 
would like to 
wish coach

. / ^*-C\. . somedays, but I eventually get my rest," 
as she smiles.

(
*• :

1
Action from the Pit. photo Mark Bray participants from all over the world This year was Michelle’s first year 

who qualified for the event. Her placing appearing on the cross country scene 
within her age group was a very as well as the triathlon scene. Michelle

Over the weekend the V-Reds impressive 40th out of a field of 150. confesses: “I always hated running until
travelled to Newfoundland to face the even more outstanding fact is, this this summer, and I really thought I did

Last Wednesday evening, the V-Reds Sea-Hawks of Memorial who they is Michelle s first summer training have a chance to make the cross country
Women's Volleyball team hosted the defeated twice with scores of 3-0 and 3- triathlons. Normally a swimmer for the team. I have been a swimmer since I

Mount Allison Mounties, subsequently 1. Once again they were led by Chantal Varsity Reds’ and was the cross country was 8 years old, swimming with the
defeating them, establishing their Martin with a total of 41 kills, 6 stuff team mentioned? She began the Stephenville Aqua-Aces." Michelle was
record at 2-2, identical to the Mounties blocks and 7 service

t
1

by Matt Roherty 
Brunswickan Sports

1

t

cD t»
II
s

Martin was triathlon training at the suggestion of being much too modest as she finished
All-Sport Player of the Game for both her boyfriend, Jamie Cleveland, who a strong 3rd place for UNB at AUAAs,

The team was lead by Chantal Martin matches. Unfortuately coach Al also went to the World Triathlon and an unexpected 13th overall. “I
with 26 kills and 8 stuff blocks, also McGarvie could not be reached for Championships this year, but she stuck enjoyed coach Randall’s coaching

it out because she thoroughly enjoys it. immensely, and I hope to run next year
“I love training all the aspects of this as well," adds Michelle,

sport, however, I realize that I have a

faces.mm

B record.IY S

r

ffor yesterday.
prominent was All Sport Player of the comment. 
Match Gail Jones, 11 kills and 9 stuff 
blocks.

e

The V-Reds next match is today at the 
UdeM Invitational in Moncton. Michelle plans to concentrate on 

lot to learn. I plan to continue to train getting her school work back in order 
triathlons next summer, but for now I now, as she hopes to get into 
am going to concentrate on my physiotherapy someday. As well, she

intends to expend her swimming efforts

h
a
c
c

LOOK AT ME!I swimming," adds Michelle. f
Michelle only gets home to see her 

parents, Ted and Maureen, in
1

Continued on next page tFAMILY P7S $2295
Intel Pentium 75Mhz Processor 
8MB EDO RAM 
635MB EIDE Hard Drive 
1MB 64-Bit Graphics Accelerator 
14" 28dp High Resoultion Monitor 
1 44MB Floppy Drive 
14 4KBaud Voice/Fax/Modem 
Panasonic Quad CD ROM 
Sound Blaster 16 Sound Card 
Amplified Speakers 
Imagine CD Software Pack with 

MS Encarta, Works, Money and more 
k Tower Case, 10 Drive Bays 
m 101 Key Keyboard, MS Mouse 2.0 

Microsoft Windows 95 
One Year Extendable Warranty
FAMILY P120 $ 3295

FAMILY PI 00 $2695
For Intel Pentium 100Mhz Processor 

$ 74/mo 8MB EDO RAM
1.1GB MODE 4 EIDE Hard Drive 
2MB 64-Bit Graphics Accelerator 
15" 28dp High Resoultion Monitor 
1 44MB Floppy Drive 
14 4KBaud Voice/Fax/Modem 
Panasonic Quad CD ROM 
Sound Blaster16 Sound Card 
Amplified Speakers 
Imagine CD Software Pack with 

MS Encarta. VWxks, Money and more 
Tower Case, 10 Drive Bays 
101 Key Keyboard, MS Mouse 2 0 
Microsoft Windows 95 
One Year Extendable warranty
PR0133 $5495

Intel Pentium 120Mhz Processor texte For Intel Pentium 133Mhz Processor 
16MB EDO RAM 
1.1GB MODE 4 EIDE Hard Drive 
2MB 64-Bit Graphics Accelerator 
15" 28dp High Resoultion Monitor 
1 44MB Floppy Drive 
14 4KBaud Voice/Fax/Modem 
Panasonic Quad CD ROM 
Sound Blaster 16 Sound Card 
Amplified Speakers 
Imagine CD Software Pack with 

f MS Encarta, Works, Money and more 
Tower Case, 10 Drive Bays 
101 Key Keyboard, MS Mouse 2.0 
Microsoft Windows 95 

. One Year Extendable Warranty

a
S 87/mo The Matrox MGA Millennium is a 

blisteringly last, five-star Windows 
accelerator The Millennium 

graphics cant speeds up 
Windows display, 3D animations, 
video playback, and makes CAD ......

applications fun again ’ ■III I ■
BYTE Aua.. 95 l M t IicaTiSBBe

t

Ray Dolan’s l^l

Pizza Delight/Roosters
100 Regent Street 

458-1800

J
t

t
a
a4for high-end graphics users that 

demand the best possible image 
quality, the Nanao FlexScan T2- 
17TS aperature-grill monitors are 

unbeatable. "
PC Magazine 
Sept 12, 95

C

s
IT

t'
S 176/moS 106/mo 16MB EDO RAM

512KB Pipelined Burst Cache 
1 6GB MODE 4 EIDE Hard Drive 
Matrox Millennium 2MB WRAMVideo 
17" NANAO FlexScan T2-17TS 2Sdp 
Trinitron Monitort 1280x1024 @ 80Hz)

1 44MB Floppy Drive 
6X EIDE CD ROM
Sound Blaster32 Wtsve Table Sound Card 
Altec ACS-5 Amplified Speakers 
Tower Case, 10Dri/e Bays 
Microsoft Natural Keyboard, MS Mouse 2.0 
Microsoft Windows 95 
One Year Extendable Warranty 1
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tiService Centers 

Across Canada S

Includes:
Soup, Salad, Donairs, Pizza, 

Garlic Cheese Fingers, Pasta Dishes

Available:

e
1

pooyom - !
IJTe i

Vis» Our Showroom on 285 Rethgouch Rd, Oromocto, NB
Sunday - All day and evening 
Monday: 11-2 & 5-9pm 
Tuesday: 11-2 & 5-9pm■

mm
J ! All you can eat Spaghetti 

Wednesday 5-10pm $3.99
r-V’T

i i[o]
■ Division of TFE Industries Inc, Est 1963

Available for dine-in at this location only
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ALL YOU CAN EAT 
PIZZA/PASTA BUFFET FOR $6.95
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Women's Basketball ------Swimming

Tough losses for V-Reds Swimmers split
by Maria Raisley 

Brunswickan Sports
tossing in 14 points. Veterans Donna Coach Slipp thinks the St. Mary's by Michael J. Drost 
Retson added 9, while Shelley Ryan had Huskies may be a bit more of a Brunswickan Sports
six points and seven rebounds after challenge as they have some “very

The Varsity Reds women’s basketball having six of each the day before, 

team started their regular season off on 
the wrong foot.

The womens’ side of events turned 

out to be somewhat of a
disappointment as the Dal women's

good players and they have added In swimming action last weekend, the team dominated the meet 127 to 52.
UNB was out-rebounded in the two some height to the team, whereas UNB UNB mens’ team once again declawed Connon’s comments include: “I was

nNRsf games by a margin of 76-55. Coach is a short team.” last year’s AUAA champions. The Tigers’ rather discouraged to see Dal with such

fnth.nrrTr “T Y T! J?yCCSHpPStateS that “the CaPersout" This Y^’s team is comprised of 57 points were no match for the Reds' a large team, but 1 had two of my top 

The first fl?TTS reekr?o ^ °Ut‘hustled and out-rebounded seven rookies and five veterans. One 114. performers sitting out this meet, and
7n tJ r, ?naÜb, '°SS °f69‘ U$ of those rookies' SandY Tomle)’ has Bringing UNB to the top, for the men, besides, once we have the equal amount
., _ . ap!rS ?tU'"edt° d0mmate UNB15 focusin8 on this weekends' made an immediate impact on the was veteran, Jason Lukeman. Jason not of swimmers as Dal, 1 am confident we 

n 1 ", unday 70-53. games as they are worth four points team. In the two games over the only won both his specialities, the 50 and will do better. Also, I feel now that last
Rookte Sandy Tomley led the Reds each, unlike the ones against UCCB weekend Tomely accounted for 30 the 100m freestyle events, he also year’s CIAU qualifiers, Robin and

with 16 points in the first game. Heather which were only worth 2 points a piece, points. Tomley is originally from managed to set two new meet records Michelle [MacWhirterl are back training
rasman and Bonny Munn both tossed The Reds will be travelling to Wollville Australia and played with club teams with the times of 24:17 and 53:42 fully and completely, we will no doubt

m. \ P°'"tS and Enn Savage helPed t0 take on Acadia and wU1 then head there, but not any varsity teams. Slipp respectively. The old records were held be more competitive with Dal.”
with 1U he Capers were led by Janice down the road to Halifax to go against points out that the other teams “find by his current teammate, David Pelkey. The Reds are now beginning their 

oseyc uck who tossed in 30 points St. Mary’s. her hard to guard" because she plays Lukeman then went on to join his race specific training phase, so
an,.ad pe Reds trailed Slipp says they have seen Acadia in a different type of game. teammates Josh Ballem, Thom Giberson, enevitably more swimmers’ times will

11 e halt 38-31 and the final damage action and “they play a slower game As far as what to expect from the and Chris Jones to break yet another begin to drop.
was u9-70. than Cape Breton and they are very set team, Slipp states “that it is difficult to meet record for the 400m freestyle relay. _________________
n , SundaY wasn t much better as the in their offense.” The last time that the tell at this point as I inherited the team. “Jason has been establishing himself as .. ...
Reds were down 37-23 at the half and Reds played against the Axettes UNB The team has the potential to be good, the swimmer to beat this year, but I feel IVlOFB IVIlChGlIO. ...
the Capers never looked back as they lost by three points. Slipp considers but right now they are going from it will be hard for anyone to challenge on the 100m backstroke and the 200m

dominated the Reds 70-53. these two teams “a lot more even” than game to game.” This year they do hope him. I am very pleased with his training freestyle for CIAUs this year, and with

to go to the playoffs. and very fast early season swimming,” any luck she will be an All Canadian at

says coach Connon.

Tomley had another good game, UNB and UCCB.

CIAUs.
Once again, swimming his way towardsSandra Tomley: an internet import “It took some getting used to coach 

the AUAA record was rookie sensation, Connon’s style of coaching, but so far 
Marty Laycock. Marty has remained this year I am swimming faster than last 
unbeaten this year in his events. This past year, so something is working for me. I 
weekend proved no exception as Mr enjoy working with him and I feel there 

Laycock set a new meet record for the 200m is so much more left that I can get from 
breaststroke event with a time of 2:28.52. his style of coaching,” comments 
Also getting closer to the record books was Michelle.
Reds' Chris Jones with an impressive 200m 

backstroke of2:11.73. Two other swimmers you had sometime away from her 
having strong swims were: rookie Josh hectic lifestyle? She answered, “I would 
Ballem, who won both the 200 and 800m hangout in Australia for awhile.” But, 
freestyle events, and veteran Thom for now she is getting psyched up for a
Giberson winning the 200m Individual Christmas swim training camp in

Florida.

by Peter J. Cullen 

Brunswickan Sports

UNB has begun recruiting players from 

overseas. Not from scouts, but via 

Internet. And with the recent results 
that Canberra, Australia native Sandra 

Tomley has elicited, her presence on the 

V-Reds squad should provide the spark 
that the V-Reds could use this season.

The 22 year old no degree student 
departed from Down Under to pursue 
her love of basketball in Fredericton. 
But she initially learned of UNB in a 

somewhat odd manner. During her 
graduate year in Australia, Tomley was 

scanning the Internet for information 
regarding relatively obscure basketball 
players. While on the Net she

When asked what would you do if

Medley.

Upcoming Swim Meets
25th November, 95 UNB ©Lava,

13th January, 96 Dal ® UNB
14th January, 96 UNB@MtA _encountered and discussed the sport 

with V-Reds team manager, Fabian 

McKenzie. “We started talking and he 
asked if I played basketball. 1 was 

originally going to the States a couple 
of years ago on a scholarship, but that 
fell through at the last minute ... So I 
had kind of given up, but he said he was 

the manager of the women’s program more physical down home,” she said, into winter here, and when I go back

In regards to her initial feelings upon I’ll be in winter. I'm missing the sun, 
coming and [former coach Claire joining the team, Tomley explained that I’ll tell ya ... The lowest we get back
Milton] expressed interest, so that’s “I had to adjust to what my role was home is probably -10, at night. Here
how I got here,” she laughed.

While grateful to be playing really nervous, but I knew I could do kinda scary,"’ she laughed,
basketball here in Canada, the V-Reds better... I’m a rookie, but that’s hard

iH

E
Sandra Tomley. photo Mike Dean

at UNB. He asked if I was interested in

going to be. At the Fall Classic I was when they said -30,1 was like, ‘This is

Whether Tomley returns to UNB 
appear pleased with their import. As for me to adjust to. I feel like a rookie next year depends on how the current
a starter and perhaps the most in some ways because I don’t know season unfolds. “I haven’t made up my
consistent performer so far this what my role is and whether I should mind yet. The girls want me to stay
season, Tomley’s difficulties adapting speak out, but then again I’ve got more around... It all comes down to seeing
to the North American style seem experience than a lot of the other girls how the season goes,” she said,
rather insignificant. “The standards ... It’s still a feeling out period.”
are pretty much the same ... The

ÿ
’

Hopefully for the V-Reds their year 
In addition to adjusting to her new bodes well, as Tomley has already 

tempo’s probably pretty much the surroundings, Tomley also has to suffer proven that she possesses the
same, but I’m having a bit of trouble the wrath of a Fredericton winter. “I just determination and will to win that the
with fouling at the moment. It’s a bit came out of winter [in Australia], come V-Reds certainly need.
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The Men's Volleyball team are back in action this weekend, 
taking on Memorial Saturday night and Sunday afternoon. 
________ Photo Mike Dean
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4Campus Recreation Hockey

Tournament Results "The biggest surprise on the team" -

Badminton by Neil Duxbury 

Brunswickan Sports
The Wild Ones did a dean sweep in 

the Consolation Finals, winning 2 
UNB s Fall badminton tournament games to 0 against The Red Eyes. But 

was held in the west gym on Saturday the real action came from the Main Gym 
November 11. There was a men's where Power Pack took on the ME 
singles and doubles competition. Turbos. The scores for the games went 

In the metVs singles, the winner was back and forth with ME Turbos winning 
Joe Forward of St. Andrews. Joe is a the first game 15-5, but then the Power 
fourth year Mechanical Engineering Pack came back to win the second ga 

student. The consolation 15.9. In a tight

*rF WinraSr-^studem here ai U1,D 1 ended up

STUdoubles ^ / score of 15-11.

competition joe A A a V Thanks to all
Forward and his teams who
partner Jon Blake participated and

captured the title. Thanks f f A congratulations to the 
to all the competitiors that showed 
up for the tournament.

1995
TheC
held c 
confei 
hall. (

Jeff Andrews has quickly made his ( 
mark at UNB. The 6’4" left wing has 
accounted for 14 points, 9 goals and 
5 assists, in the first 9 games of this, 
his rookie, season, including 4 last 
weekend against UPEI and 3 in the 
crucial games against Dal and Acadia 
which earned him Athlete of the Week 
honours.

“The team played an amazing game 
against Acadia, it wasn’t just me. I just 
scored two easy goals, actually 3 goals 
and just pretty much lucky.”

Before joining UNB, Andrews 
served time with the North Bay 
Centennials and Oshawa Generals of 
the OHL, sandwiching a spell in Tier 
2 with the Oshawa Legionaires

Asked how much of a difference 
he found AUAA college hockey he 
replied
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Jeff Andrews, works the boards. Photo Maria Paisley PLAC
winners. Fo

“I think I’m in better shape and that with Billy Wright and another rookie Dax 
helps, and its a little faster, but

office
The action did not stop here however. 

As the sun was beating down on the 
participants, the competitive tension got 
a title high as a couple of people got a 

The golf tournament this year was tittle anxious over the score on the eighth

-tl r , v it k h t i P*ayed at the Gi,r‘dge Golf Club on hole. I won’t use real names, but what
TheCoedVoleyball tournament that the Northside on Saturday, seems to have happened is that Terry

took place on the weekend of October September 23. The sun was out and distracted Glenn from making a critiS

and 15, turned out to be a great the excitment high on the course that shot, and a pushing and shoving match
he teams started off playing day. Twenty male and 2 female started, eventually breaking out into name

a recreational round robin before entered this tournament all with calling. Now, I don’t know if you have

plenty of athletic background in the ever seen a golf fight before, but this one

didn’t even come close to

MacLean. “They’re pretty good guys. Wre 
dirty, and the refmg’s pretty horrible so doing pretty good now. We’re finally 
you cant do much, but I’m adjusting getting to know each other and know

where each other's going to be.” 
Andrews' contribution has not gone 

play better. “Yeah, because I’m more unnoticed by his coaches. "He knows 
free flowing and, you know, take the hit how to work the boards effectively and 
odd times but more free flowing and a lot of defencemen on the other teams 
cycle the puck. Stuff like that." have a hard time containing him

Balancing this is the current penalty commented assistant coach Shane 
situation. “It’s ridiculous. Sometimes it Easter.
doesn't even make hockey fun as it’s so Head coach Danny Grant also had 
boring. You have to play five on five and good words about Andrews, "Right 
that’s how you develop your skills, now, he’s probably the biggest surprise 
Lately playing five on five has been a of the team this year. He’s stepped in
luxury. and he’s a very important part of this

Andrews has found a home on a tine team."
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Golf TournamentCoed Volleyball 
Tournament pretty good.”

The AUAA seems to suit his style of

success.

getting into the double elimination oni
Sunday. With games being played all sport. However, the tournament sure
afternoon in both gyms the action was winners Matt Mitchell and Carrie comparing. It ended in a round of brown 
high and observers and participators Wright showed all just how the sport pop back at the clubhouse. Ms to all
knew was true UNB intramural should be played. On a par 31 course 
sportsmanship was all about. Matt shot 32 and Carrie shot a 39.

who participated. Maybe next year we 
could round up more females. suppe
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All you can eat 
spaghetti

$4.”
What would you do with $25,000? 

What about $10,000
Dare tc Dream...and buy a ticket.
The Fredericton Y’s Y95 Lottery.
There will be a draw on Christmas Eve for 
$10,000 and then the BIG ONE on New 
Year's Eve for $25,000.

Tuesday’s @ 7:00 
Wing Night 

All you can eat
Hi

bitiou 
at the 
(excc] 
inforn

$7.”
Buy a ticket on your own for $40 or get a 
friend to share at $20 each or a gang of 
four for only $10.00 each.
CASH-CHEQUE-VISA-MASTERCARD
Call the Y today 462-3000 for the names of 
our campus representatives.
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DON CHERRY'S NOW HAS POOL!
Th

KINGS PLACf Ad van 
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$3, am

Support the Fredericton YM-YWCA 
Dare to Dream!
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1995 Senior Report Conference ence II, Focus: Canada’s National Research Council, and
The Civil and Geological Engineering Senior Report Conference will be Canada Remembers... The Ripples Internment Camp (1940- 
held on November 30, 1995 at the University of New Brunswick. The 
conference begins at 10:00 am in the Dineen Auditorium located in head
hall. Closing ceremonies are set for 3:30 pm. Everyone is welcome to LEAF-NB Educational» and Information Sessions: 
attend.

Rev. Monte Peters 444-6029 Rev. Neville Cheeseman 453-5089 or 454-6507 
Dr. John \fclk 459-5962 or 453-5089 Alumni Memorial Building, Room 3

1945) continue until November 30.
A Dinner and a Movie
Every Friday, beginning at 5:00 PM, a Spaghetti Supper and a Movie Review 
is hosted by Campus Ministry in the Senior Common Room, McConnell Hall. 
All are Welcome. Do join us for fellowship and some good, thought-provok
ing discussions. Meet some new people.

Writings from Judeo-Christian Antiquity
Campus Ministry is hosting a study every Wednesday to examine writings 
from Judeo-Christian Antiquity: 12:30 PM, Senior Common Room, 
McConnell Hall. This term we will examine the Hebrew book of Ecclesiastes. 
For more information call John Valk (459-5962 - mornings).

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship
For an evening of discussion, song, praise, fellowship and fun, join us every 
Thursday evening at 7:30 PM. Meetings are held in the Alumni Memorial 
Lounge. All are welcome. Bring a friend.

Worship Services
Catholic Masses.

“Combating Workplace Harassment”
The Senior Report Conference is a series of presentations by senior On Monday November 20, the National Exhibition Centre will host 

engineering students and is an important point in an engineering stu- the first in a series of monthly presentations organized by The Worn- 
dent s academic life. en’s Legal Education and Action Fund of New Brunswick (LEAF-NB).
Sincerely, Commencing at 12:30 and lasting until 1:30, Karen Taylor, of the
Scott Cormier New Brunswick Human Rights Commission, will speak on “Combat-
Publicity Committee ing Workplace Harassment”.

The LEAF-NB series of educationals and information sessions are

I.

«

INTERESTED IN WORKING IN SINGAPORE? of interest to anyone concerned with the effect of the law on women
The International Student Advisor/CIDACoordinator's Office in collabo- and with improving women’s status. Take advantage of this opportu- 
ration with the Singapore Student Association, Counselling & Career nity to hear from New Brunswick women and participate in discus- 
Development, and the UNB Student Placement Service is sponsoring sions on wide-ranging issues. Admission is free, and the public is in- 
TWO INFORMATION SESSIONS for students who are interested in work- vited to bring their lunch; complimentary tea and coffee will be avail
ing In Singapore. able.
PRESENTER: Ms. Joyce Chia, Representative from the 

Singapore government 
Friday, November 24th, 1995 
Session 1:10:00 a.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Session 2:12:00 noon -1:00 p.m.
Alumni Memorial Building Lounge 

For more information please call the International Student Advisor’s 
office at 453-4860.

The National Exhibition Centre is located in downtown Fredericton 
at the corner of Queen and Carleton streets. For more information, 
please call 453-3747.DATE:

TIME:
St. Thomas Chapel: Mon - 11:30 AM; 
Sunday Masses 11:00 AM & 4:00 PM 

Anglican Eucharist: Sunday 11:00 AM, Wed. and Thurs. 12:30 PM.
Old Arts Chapel, UNB

WHAT’S NEW AT THE NEC?
PLACE:Paisley

Presented in conjunction with LEAF - N.B.
Legal Education and Action Fund for Women of New Brunswick:
Information Sessions and Informal Discussions
A series of monthly presentations of interest to anyone concerned
with the effect of the law on women and with improving women’s INTERNATIONAL PEN FRIENDS 

Commemorating the 50th anniversary of the end of World War II, the status.
Fredericton National Exhibition Centre will present a special display for
public viewing during the month of November: “Combating Workplace Harassment”
Canada Remembers .. The Ripples Internment Camp (1940-194S) Karen Taylor, New Brunswick Human Rights Commission 
will open on November 4. Featured in this display are original artifacts, Monday, November 20
as well as a four by eight foot scale model of the Internment Camp, 12:30- 1:30p.m. 
made by students of Minto Elementary and Junior High School. During
World War II, the New Brunswick Internment Camp B-70, was one of 26 “Legal Aid in New Brunswick: LEAF’S Research Project” 
refugee camps established across Canada to house Jewish people who Lori Beaman-Hall, lawyer and Ph.D. candidate in Sociology, UNB 
had fled Nazi Germany. Between 1940 and 1941, over 700 men and boys Wednesday December 6 
were interned here before being given their freedom. Later, between 7:30 p.m.
1942 and 1945, the Ripples camp became a prison for German and Ital
ian merchant seamen who had been captured by the Allies, as well as for Looking Ahead...
Canadians who had spoken out against the war or were suspected of 
supporting Nazi efforts.
Canada Remembers... The Ripples Internment Camp will con- of New Brunswick, 
tinue at the National Exhibition Centre until November 30. Located in

rookie Dax 
guys. Wre 
e’re finally 
and know

Canada Remembers... 
(1940-1945)

The Ripples Internment Camp

e.”
International Pen Friends is a non-profit, non-sectarian organization founded in Dublin, Ireland 
in 1967 to promote international gcxxlwill and friendship through letter writing. With 300,000 
members in 188 countries it provides pen friends in English, French, German or Spanish. Mem
bers select countries and are matched by age and interests. For membership information write: 
International Pen Friends, PO Box 27074, Golden Valley, MN 55427 USA.

snot gone 
'He knows 
ctively and 
ther teams 
ning him 
ch Shane Upcoming Gay and Lesbian Association (GALA) Meetings:

Friday, November 24 -PFLAG and FLAG and women’s group;
Friday, December 1st -final meeting, pizza night
All meetings are at 7 pm. Also, on November 24 at 6 pm, GALA will hold a coming out meeting. 
Those who are having problems dealing with their sexual orientation are strongly encouraged to 
attend. Please call the Gayline at 457-5126 (Gayline) for location.

t also had 
s, "Right 
st surprise 
topped in 
art of this January: “Custody” Students from the Faculty of Law, University READING GROUOP COMMENCING JANUARY

Visiting scholar proposes to start a reading group in the next term on one of two books:
February: “Censorship: A Panel Discussion" Bridgid Toole a) Hegel's Phenomenology of Spirit. 

downtown Fredericton at the corner of Queen and Carleton Streets, the Grant, artist; Patricia Hughes, Faculty of Law, UNB; Jennifer Pazienza, b) Kant’s Critique of Judgement.
N.E.C. is open daily (except Mondays), 12 noon to 5 p.m. Admis- Faculty of Education, UNB, and artist, 
sion is free. For more information, please call 453-3747.

Those interested should please contact Geoige Williamson of the UNB Philosophy Dept. A 
March: “Perspectives on Employment Equity” E. Joy Mighty, planning meeting may be held in early December to order the selected book, so please express 
Professor of Management, UNB. your interest as soon as possible. Contact best by e-mail: gwilliam@unb.ca or by phone: 453-

A Focus on Science at the National Exhibition Centre April: “Adoption" Dominique Laundry, adoptee and lawyer; 4762 X7504.
Commencing Saturday November 4, the Fredericton National Exhibi- Margaret Purves, adoptee, adoptive, parent, and social worker, 
tion Centre will feature two respectively interactive and informative sci- Everyone welcome - no admission fee, Refreshments Served 
ence exhibitions, entitled: Hands-On Science 11 and Focus: Cana-

CARTOONS, JARANESE STYLE
The Anime (pronounced Annie-May) Group, a rogue branch of the Fredericton Science Fiction 

MENSA CANADA Scholarship Value: $500.00 Society, is showingjapanese cartoons weekly in the MacLaggan Hall auditorium at 6:00 PM every
Hands-On Science II is a “sequel” presentation by Fredericton’s own Conditions: An essay - maximum length 500 words • is requested. Saturday. Admission is free.
Science East. With experiments designed for the child in all of us, ever)'- Essay should describe the specific goals (academic, vocational or ca- 
one will enjoy the experience of discovering how easily scientific princi- reer) that the Scholarship will help the student to achieve. Applicant AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL MEETING
pies can be applied to everyday life. Step into the fascinating world of must be enrolled in a full time program at an accredited institution of Sunday, November 26th -2:00pm. The meeting will be held in SUB Room 103 -all are welcome!
science and see for yourself how aeroplanes fly; how gyroscopes are post-secondary education and be performing at or near the top of 
used to keep space ships from wobbling; and make your own dazzling your field of study,
patterns with a laser beam.

da’s National Research Council.

UPCOMING JOINT MEETINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL SOCIALISTS AND THE UNB/ 
STU SOCIALIST CLUB:INFORMATION AVAILABLE - Room 311, Third Floor,

Beyond helping us to understand the world around us, science and tech- Old Arts Building - Undergraduate Awards - Registrar’s Office November 28 -The Truth Behind McKenna’s “Economic Miracle". The meeting will be held in
nology also provides us with a vision on the future. Focus: Canada’s DEADLINE: Applications must be received in Toronto by February UNB MacLaggan Hall, Room 109 at 7 pm. For more information call: 454-9233 -all are welcome!
National Research Council is an exhibition of photographs which cap- 28,1996.
tures what’s happening at Canada’s leading federal research organiza- THE THIRD WORLD STUDIES STUDENTS ASSOCIATION will be holding a pot luck din
don, the National Research Council. As you will see, NRC researchers LEONARD FOUNDATION FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM ner on November 29 at 5:30 pm, in the Spanish Lounge. All are welcome, bring an ethnic dish if
work with Canadian companies and universities to develop knowledge For students in an undergraduate or first professional degree. The you can. Video will be shown around 6:30 pm.
and technology that will benefit all of us. The range of projects are im- main criterion is that the student really needs the money to continue
mense. Browse through the images, and you’ll find many exciting topics in school. Preference to sons and daughters of clergy, teachers, mili- THEATRE ST. THOMAS PRESENTS ONE-ACT PLAY BY EMERGING PLAY WRIGHT
on which to focus... laser chemistry, marine biosciences, fibre optics, tary personnel graduates of Royal Military College, members of Engi- FREDERICTON—Theatre St. Thomas will present four one-act plays by emetging .American play-
biotechnology, aerodynamics, acoustics... and infinity! neering Institute of Canada and members of Mining and Metalluigical wright, David Ives, on November 23,24 and 25,1995 in the Black Box Theatre, Sir James Dunn

Hands-On Science and Focus will continue at the National Exlii- Institute of Canada but all applicants must meet the monetary need Hall,
bitioi. Centre until November 30. Located in downtown Fredericton to qualify. Ives has received accolades with his recent works and has been “the toast of New York.’’ Ives
at the comer of Queen and Carleton Streets, the N.E.C. is open daily Applications available in Undetgraduate Awards, Registrar’s Of- plays with the English language. He is intelligent, witty and highly entertaining.
(except Mondays), 12 noon to 5 p.m. Admission is free. For more fice, Room 311,3rd Floor, Old Arts Building. Enjoy an evening with David Ives and these student-directed plays: "Words, Words, Words";

Apply before March 15,1996. “The Philadelphia"; “English Made Simple” and "Variations on the Death of Trotsky”.
The evenings’ events begin at 8:00 p.m. and the public is invited to attend. Admission is $2.00 
for students and $4.00 for others.

Dr

information, please call 453-3747.

- Musically Speaking •
“How Low Can You Go? Base is Ace, Cello is Mello”

Introductory Talk on ECKANKAR
A free introductory one-hour presentation on ECKANKAR, Ancient For further information, please call Susan Boyce, acting director of university relations, at (506) 
Wisdom for Today, will take place Monday, December 4,1995 at 7:30 452-0522.

I

On Sunday November 19, the National Exhibition Centre will join p.m. at MacLaggan Hall (Nursing Building) - Room 125 on the U.N.B. 
with the Friends of Symphony New Brunswick in hosting a lively after- Campus in Fredericton, 
noon of musical fun. From 2:00 to 3:00, Symphony New Brunswick’s

ST. THOMAS UNIVERSITY FEATURES PROMINENT PERFORMERS SERIES
If you want to know about reincarnation, karma, out-of-body ex- FREDERICTON —St. Thomas University will feature the Cathedral Scholars in the third of a four-

principal cellist Sonya Adams, and principal bassist Andrew Miller, will periences, or Soul Travel. If you feel there is more to life than what part music series on Thesday, November 21,1995 in the university’s Black Box Theatre, SirJames
present a highly interactive program of music old and new. Children and you see on the surface. If you have Ireams more real than your wak- Dunn Hall. The Scholars will focus on Gregorian chant and Renaissance vocal music,
their families will have an opportunity to meet the musicians, hear the ing life. Or if you ever have a profound feeling of love that fills your On Thesday, November 28,1995 the fourth of the Black Box series will feature Richard Hornsby
intense sounds of the latge instruments live and close-up, ask lots of world with a joy beyond words - then this talk on ECKANKAR will be and Robert Kortgaard performing “Music from baroque to Broadway”,
questions, and even provide their own artistic suggestions. Refreshments of interest to you. \bu can learn to find spiritual freedom through the Admission is free and the public is invited to attend. All sessions begin at noon hour and
will be served. Light and Sound of God. approximately 45 minutes.

This program is a fund-raising activity for Symphony New Brunswick. This presentation is sponsored by local students of ECKANKAR The “Music in the Box” series is meant to provide a forum for prominent local perfo
Advance tickets can be reserved by calling or visiting the National Exhibi- Canada (Fredericton),
tion Centre before November 17. Ticket prices are adults $5, children 
$3, and families $10. For more information, please call 453-3747.

Tlie National Exhibition Centre is located in downtown Fredericton 118 Case Street 
at the corner of Queen and Carleton Streets; open daily, except Mon- Fredericton, N.B. 
days, 12 noon to 5 p.m. The current exhibitions, Hands-On Sd- E3B 7E2

of
run

rmers to
both perform and discuss their artistry while allowing he university and broader community to 
learn more about various musical styles and instruments as they arc enjoying a veritable musical 
feast.

For more information, please write: 
ECKANKAR

For further information, please contact Susan Boyce, acting director of university relations at 
(506)452-0522.
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Classifieds are a free service provided to the students and faculty of UNB. 
Classifieds must contain your name, student/faculty number, no more than 
30 words and must be signed.

The Brunswickan reserves the right to ask for identification.
Submissions not necessarily guaranteed publication.
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SALE! SALE! SALE! Share furnished house near University, bedroom furniture; cat included. $259/ please call 454-4876 or off-campus
Why buy a 32X for $ 160 and tax? Dou- Laundry, dishwasher, mic, cable. 455- mo plus utilities. Available January 1st; housing for inspection and details
ble the power of your Genesis with my 7958. Utilities included at $350.
32X for $75. Super Nintendo games for
$20 (Mega Man X and Axelay). Genesis Property for Sale: Modem “City Home”
games for $20 (NHL Hockey, Golden in tranquil country setting large 4/5 bed- One bedroom apartment is available for 

Axe, Golden Axe 11, NFL Football 94 and rooms Cape Cod with 2 baths; spacious lease at Magee house (780 Montgomery

Evander Holyfield Boxing). Call 451- dinning room & kitchen; industrial size St). This is located at crossing of Wind-
1601 anytime. heated garage; all on 1.2 acre lot.

$88,000. Call 367-1013.

WORD PROCESSING SERVICES
Located on University Avenue 
Laser Printing 454-3757

in ioption to take over lease August lst/96.
Call 454-6404 or e-mail B3AT@unb.ca. Cozy, clean, furnished room available wal

UN
mat
ties

f

mi» HE
L

sor and Montgomery streets, close to 
university. Interested persons may 4«Double water bed $175 O.B.O. Colum

bia ski suit, unisex, size medium, $85 Female roommate wanted to share 2- 
firm. Please call after 5:30 pm. Call 04- bedroom apt. on Dundonald near York.

10 minutes to downtown, 15 minute 

walk to campus, on bus route to malls. 
1979 For Pinto. Good working condi- Laundry in building; all you need is your 

tion. New parts including shocks all 

around, brake cable, block heater, etc.

Automatic, tape deck. Needs some 
work. Asking $500. Phone 454-5219 

and leave a message.

a Coffee, candles, incense, 
Canadian Magazines and 

ocher wonderful stuff
7368. ■veft Gourmet Coffees, Ice Cream, Home-made Sandwiches 

A quiet place to come and study
HOURS

7:30 - 6:00pm Mon-Wed 
Thurs, Fri, Sat 7:30-10:00pm 

Sun 1:00 - 8:00pm 
457-9305

Downtown on Queen, across from Officer's Square

it457.9305It
Hours: Same as

_______________________ Molly's

Downtown on Queen, ocron from Officer ! Square Fur

be

Typing Services
Laser Printer

Netr.

dry
454

1987 Chev Cavalier, 4 door automatic, 
will run forever; $750.00. Call Bill Hud
son at 450-1485. Laura Anderson l"V )

--Windtrainer for sale. Full size, bike’s 
front forks mount onto it. $90. Call Jon 

at 455-5266.
472-6309 or 472-2386 ia.

Î
vj

{—a
’86 SubaruGL. New brakes, new ex

haust, great external/intemal condition. 

Must sell by December. $2500 O.B.O. 
Call Jason at 454-4884.

r 1 -4 • //■'
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FAMILY CHRISTMAS PARTY

FOR•i ■
MATURE & PART TIME STUDENTSIT

DJ TOP 40/DflMCEFor sale. Panasonic KX-P1624 wide car

riage printer. $300 O.B.O. Used very || 
little. Contact Dwayne at 455-4834 or a 

A30M@Hurricane.unb.ca.

4 \

v WHEN: SUNDAY, DECEMBER 3rd 
TIME: 1:30-4:30

PLACE: ALUMNI MEMORIAL LOUNGE ÏMl ê| If! I 2b<© eg d:
tiotREFRESHMENTS, ENTERTAINMENT
dra&

* SANTA WILL BE THERE WITH 
TREATS FOR YOUR CHILDREN

Phcfvt noMmuiEs»
ZF

IMiami Jamiw BRING YOUR FAMILIES & ENJOY SOME 
CHRISTMAS CHEER! 2

Jfeaturin I f /
Sponsored by

1Looking Pale?
, 10 Tans $35

Fri & Sat 
House Arrest 

Dec 2
Exotic Dancers

. vm
. *Ml*m 1TVD1WTS 'H - ■

/CAIncludes 2 Turbos
Netw
largw

wcidls

et 4
RSVP: 453-3596, e-mail Zoomers (g unb.ca.m me<

YOURE INVITED!
" ?syBikini Clearance 30-60%

Tel: 458-9771 - 97 York St.
if n
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The Brunswickan, Canada’s Oldest Official Student Publication is looking for a few keen individuals to fill the following positions
D

Sports Editor 2 Brunswickan Staff Representatives to 
sit on the Brunswickan Publishing Incor
porated (BPI) Board of Directors (BoD).

Distractions Editor Fo

Responsible for the direction, compiling, editing 
and layout of a weekly sports section covering the 
various Varsity Reds teams.

Must possess an ability to effectively communi
cate with varsity teams and coaches.
Most of all, must possess a keen interest in learn-

Responsible for the direction, editing and layout 
of a weekly literary and graphics section includ
ing poetry, short stories and/or cartoons.

Must possess a flair for the abstract and interest-

Responsible for acting as a voice for 

Brunswickan general staff.
Chart new Brunswickan policies and contrib
ute ideas to the BPI BoD.

Ex-Officio member of The Brunswickan edi
torial board.

ing.

Most of all, must possess a keen interest in learn
ing.

1ing.
Sits on The Brunswickan editorial board. One vote.

Sits on The Brunswickan editorial board. One 

vote.

«

All interested candidates must be staff members of The Brunswickan and have a willingness to do their best. Interested 
individuals should complete a letter of intent and send it to the Editor-in-Chief Mark Morgan by January 18» 1996.
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SERVICES
ty Avenue 
54-3757

in great location downtown. (5 min. The under grad PSYCH society would e-mail i50y@unb.ca.

walk to kings place or 15 min. walk to like to give a special thanks to the Cel- 1 am going to Toronto on December 5th

and coming back on December 10th. If 
mature, rent is $250 per month, utili- We would also like to send out a Hello! you want to go anywhere close to there,

to all our new buddies at Toastmasters, call me at 454-6416. 

we work well together -we bring the 

food - you supply the drinks!

UPS Executive,

Trent Coull

Mon-Wed: 9-6 
Thu-Fri: 9-9 

Sal: 9-5 
Sun: 12-5

Kingfisher BooksUNB(SUB)). Must be responsible and lar and to Subway.

Where inquiring minds meet

ties included. Call 455-3664.

I Children’s Book Sale
Wish to buy to copy of “Students solu

tions manual” and “Study guide” based 

on “Statistics for Management & Eco

nomics, 3rd. Edition” by Keller, Warrack 

& Bartel. Call Keath @ 457-1557.

RBHKH HHRMAH0N y

Celebrate Canadian 
Children's Book Week!t5

V vLargest Ubrary ot Information In U.S. - 

at subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa Z MC or COD

358 Queen St.
Fredericton 

(506! 458-5531 
FAX 458-5574 

kingfish@nbnet.nb.ca NOV. 1 8-25
15% off all childrën's booksM »”iW Albo dearly needs a ride to Bangor or 

Boston or any other larger point on U.S. 

East Coast at or North of Washington, 

D.C. on December 10,11,12,... or 14. 

Will share expenses. Call 457-3901 or

dwiches Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information 
11322ldahoAve., #206A, Los Angeles, CA 90025 WANTED: acoustic guitar, good condi

tion. Call 472-8800 after 6 pm.

Furnished, cozy, 2 bedroom apt. (could 

be 3 bedrooms). For rent January 1. 

Next to campus on Albert Street; washer/ 

dryer, microwave. Rent in $675. Call 

454-9309.

S
&Square

ÔO Rtoenî Si. 
0 450-6195i

t
iterft]//v

T-Shirts* 
Posters • 

New & used cd's •
rVMl|

;

!I|! 2 bedroom mini home, excellent condi

tion, cathedral ceilings, all appliances, 

drapes, baby barn. Price negotiable. 

Phone 450-2695.

17
/

LA Buy/Sell/Trade
IBM, SNES, Sega Games, 
CD's & Stereo Equipment

Digital World

455-2274 SUBTOWNEff ! V

Need a room? TWo rooms for rent in a 

large spacious house. Must be filled im

mediately! Will rent rooms separately, 

if needed. Female, non-smokers pre

ferred. 3 minute walk form campus. 2 

bathrooms. $290/month, included utili

ties. If interested, please call heather or 

Michelle at 454-7054.

1

ED! Presents

THe ballroom BlitzRoom for rent in furnished basement 

apartment. $265 per month, heat and 

lights included. Close to campus. Laun

dry facilities available. If interested call 

Nicole at 454-4270. Save onRoommate wanted. January 1st or ear

lier. $300/month heat & lights inch 20 

minute walk to campus. Bedroom furni

ture can be provided. Call 450-4071, ask 

for Barbara.

6

Jeans, Shirts, Sweaters, 
Jackets and Footwear

D&D COMPUSERVICES
Paper, Résumés, Overheads 

For Fast, Reliable Word Processing 

Don't Hesitate, Call Debra!!

Tel. 474-0503ayout
tclud-

erest-

COLLINS
PHARMACY
J Prescription 

Depot

learn-

Tuesday November 28th thru Sunday December 3rd
Doors open at 10:00a.m.

Open evenings til 9, Saturday til 5 and Sunday from Noon til 5

. One

Now open at the Help 
Centre in the SUB
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Grad Class 
96 Trip

i \

r.v
/
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7 day Cruise Caribbean
Carnival Sensation

$781.00 USD ! Triple 
Approx $1059.00 Canadian 

March 3 - March 10 96.

SALE
25th ANNIVERSARY CHSC CLOTHING

GET Em FOR YOURSELF MAKES GREAT 
__  CHRISTMAS GIFTS

1 s. Hats $12.00
Walk around campus in style with a genu
ine CHSC 25th Anniversary hat, available 
in a wide variety of colors
Shirts $10.00
No wardrobe is complete without one of 
our colorful T-shirts. Be the envy of every
one on campus
Coffee Mugs $5.00
Drink your Java in your very own CHSC 
25th Anniversary spillproof coffee mug

Package Includes:
• Return air transportation Bangor to Miami
• Transfers Miami airport to port
• All on board entertainment
• All port charges

v
///\v*
mwÉ

f.Itinerary
Miami 
San Juan 
St. Croix 
St. Thomas 
Miami LAST CLASS

mm™

^ /#'V^a/"\![dEC 6TH

?

Booking conditions:
Deposit due by 28 Nov 95 $200.'*’ USD 
and inclusive Insurance $36."" CAD 
Balance due 03 Jan 96

i

O
O

^TRAVEL CUTS
Canadian Universities Travel Service Limited

UNB 453-4850 FOR MEMBERS AND GUESTS ONLY
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The International Student Advisor/CIDA Coordinator’s Office in collaboration with the 
Singapore Student Association, Counselling & Career Development, and the UNB Student 
Placement Service is sponsoring TWO INFORMATION SESSIONS for students who 
are interested in working in Singapore.

f

PRESENTER: Ms. Joyce Chia,
Representative from the Singapore government

DATE: Friday, November 24th, 1995

TIME: Session 1:10:00 am -11:00 am 
Session 2:12:00 noon -1:00 pm

>.

PLACE: Alumni Memorial Building Lounge

For more information please call the International Student
Advisor’s Office at 453-4860
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